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"Pete" Peterson, popular baseball player around these parts
has joined Ford's Liquor Store as
salesman, the News
announced
last week. Being next to our office we see a lot of Pete now. One
day recently we had to take a
second look at Pete, for although,
the
he is never far from being
neat dresser, this day he looked
to
like' he WaS getting ready
speak somewhere.
We kidded
him about his dressed-up appearance and he shot back at us as
quick as he could throw a ball
to home plate:
"Haven't you heard, I'm a Man
of Distinction now." Move over,
Lord Calvert.
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Beautiful Alice Howland
To Appear In Fir-it
Concert, Nov.6
wrote
perfect,"
"Just plain
critic-composer Virgil Thomson
in the New York Herald Tribune
of Alice Howland's most recent
Town Hall recital. "Such beauty
of voice and person, such grace
of body and thought, such thorough and straightforward artistry
are not often the fortune of one
boys
woman. As the Broadway
would say, she has everything."
And of her appearance with the
New Friends of Music last season,
the New York Times wrote: "A
cultured singer,
charming and
she delivered the selections with
the imagination, sympathy and
understanding of the form that
she has shown on other occasions
when she has sung German Liedcities large
er." Reviews from
and small all over the United
where she
States and Canada
has appeared on her annual recital tours testify that the North
confirms the
American public
York
New
evaluation of the
critics.
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„Number Forty-Three

Barkley Make Fulton Talk
In Interest ofState Candidates

lion. Earle C. Clements, Gov- lunch with several members of
*
The Vice-President of the United States is corning to Fulton!
Demo- I the County Democratic organizaernor of Kentucky, and
The Honorable Alben W. Barkley, Kentucky's greatest contricratic candidate for the United tion at Smith's Cafe. Gov. Clebution to the Democratic party will arrive here on his customary
States Senate will pay an infor- ments will not make any formal
pre-general election visit'ai 2:30 p. m., Monday, November 6. He will
mal visit to Fulton, next Tues- talk here but will probably visit
stop at the band-stand on Lake Street to say hello to his many
day, October 31. He will arrive with down-town citizens.
friends here and say a few words in the interest of the election on
in the city about 1:15 p. m. and
a
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history.
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minutes awaiting his arrival.
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tion of American Education Week 1 will carry out the theme of the States Delegate to the United Na- hope that the President will make
Welfare
The Kentucky Child
They will meet
"Do you have mosquitoes," he against polio.
Fulton 1 United Nations with colorful flags tions and former United States use of radio and television netbe observed in the
will
workers program, at present operating in
with March of Dimes
asked us?
sit ;of every nation waving as they Senator from Kentucky will pay works to report to the people as
City Schools Nov. 5-?'
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for Senator.
"Did you ever notice any welts The meeting is one of several
tion to the work being done by history and literature.
also are actively campaigning for
Kentucky the Fulton Rotary Club learned the students in the
on the combs lately"? he asked. ing held throughout
classrooms.
Cooper's first visit will be this Democratic candidates. Their acBeginning on the Friday prein this week.
the durinR the next two weeks
thought
"Sure, but we
The announcement was made to- ceding the occassion three Fulton week with six talks.
tivities are being coordinated byorganizing the campaign.
rooster did that," we replied.
In an address to local Rotar- day by Mrs. Elbert Johns, publi- students will make talks before
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civic organizations. The students speaking engagements on Novem- Montana, who was appointed by
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1600
Chapter in aiding nearly
your trouble."
down-town will appear are as follows:
ment of Economic Security, un- a huge parade on
through the Ninth Democratic Speakers' Bureau.
will travel
We did that night . . good. In polio victims in 1950, one-third of der whose guidance the program streets Monday, November 6. T;e
Friday, Nov. 3—Tommy Nall Congressional District by motor- Schedule For Purchase Motorcade
this
about two minutes there came a whom have been stricken
is operated, stated Tuesday that parade will be led by Fulton's will speak before the
Woman's cade.
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ex- prize-winning band with each of Club; Tuesday,
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the
Nov. 7—Betty
Cooper's speaking engagements
Albeit W. Rarkley
cloud of spray poured from the ized with the advertising material panded to include 60 additional the four local schools participat- Jean Gordon, speaks at the Roas follows:
Merieday, leevevaber 6 .
house and everybody came out which is to be used in the fund- counties in the State including a ing. The Fulton High School Will tary Club and Friday, Nov. 10— for the, weekeend vie
La Center, 9:30 A. M.; Wickraising drive. Dates of the camSaturday, October 28, Greenfor air, but it worked.
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this life . . whose parents don't
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Milling ducah, Kentucky on Wednesday, ton, 5:45 P. M.; Paducah, 8:00 P.
ed, has taken up chasing dogs, agent for the Illinois Central, was
of while it isn't a tall office build- Company, recently completed, is
cats, women and children and a elected president of the "Friends cared for in reform schools
November 1, was brought to Paare ing, it is something that means the installation of a huge grain
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Institution of the program here
If you've wondered about the organizational meeting there were
buildings on the Kentucky side tucky, Missouri and
on
Company
Milling
Browder
of
forty head
high-stepping antics of that darl- E. W. Carroll and C. R. Malone, will, among other benefits, make four gigantic steel storage bins, and is the largest drier between i are consigning
The Young Democrats Club of
purebred registered Shorthorns
McDade, we'll vice-president, and Raymond V. possible the adoption of children
the
and
and
Memphis,
Louis
ing little Betty
St.
County will have a spaOrphan's each capable of storing nineteen- largest in the State of Kentucky all of which could have been sold Fulton
Kentucky
from the
startle you with a tale she told Leightly, secretary-treasurer.
ghetti supper, meeting, and play
other
by thousand bushels of corn, wheat, outside
sources
at private sale but were designatMartin Zook, secretary of the home and
recently explaining her prowess.
It
five
has
,
Louisville.
School,
High
law
public auc- party at Hickman
re- soybeans or other products. The times the
Her mind is as fertile and nimble Memphis "Friends of the Land" Countians. Since State
capacity of the former ed especially for this
Thursday night, Nobember 2nd„
periodic visiting and bins are expected to be in use in
tion as the best show window to
as her little legs, take it from us. chapter, and head of the agricul- quires the
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available.
at 6:30 p. m. The State President
weeks, announced E.
supply the demand from those
Memphis inspection of foster-parents and about two
When asked how she learned to tural division of the
Young
and
Secretary of the
this
(across wishing to establish new herds.
About two years ago
a representative of F.. Williamson, manager,
be such a high-stepper she said: Chamber of Commerce, was the children by
present and
Democrats will be
side)
Tennessee
the
on
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the
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heresince
and
department,
"0 don't you know, my mother principal speaker at the meeting. this
by other political notables including
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gigantic
installed a
storage space will the mill
The new
E. D. Schumacher, president of tofore the nearest representative
circus-performer."
was once a
who Congressman Gregory have been
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lift capable of
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greatly
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Paducah,
located
at
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Elizabeth, her mother even blink- the Memphis chapter of Friends
want to add scale to their animals invited. The supper is at a poor
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of the Land," also spoke at the been able to satisfy adoption re- loading
ed at that tall tale.
man's price and Mrs. W. B. Sowand quicker maturity.
(Continued on Page Six)
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Milt Calliham is back
Invitations have been sent to
another rip-roaring American Leall members of the organization
gion Convention. This year's was
and other interested Democratit—
held in Los Angeles and as usual
A reply for reservations should
glamor
Milt competed with the
no cause for qualms to and headed up Second Street to- be sent to Mrs. Kathryn Kelly at
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By Mary-Nelle Wright
Glamor City
folks of the
know it, lose her appetite about grades as ward home. Jean Ann Hyland's Hickman, Mrs, Ward Bushart, or
Food may have lost its flavor a brand new blue jean outfit, he I - - - its gone before you
newspaper publicity. If folks in
nor she has always seemed to stay in lovely red hair was blown by the Jennings Kearby in Fulton.
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given a *bo the bell rang at noon for
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give the boys an even break we bably know that the little red- spaghetti
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fare-well party
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All
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immagint the noon hour rush was
we
and
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full of
the
to
that he had to take a real rest tion that all minds were center- chucked
water
dispensing
in
Coland,Dan
mance
Merryman
Patsy
Boys and
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there's something about a candy three
day afternoon atone o'clock to
cure before he could be submitted ed on FOOD.
seem to go- lins were having a race across the team over at Mayfield last Fri- participate in the Girl Scout Pajust
One might feel perfectly safe bar that just takes one's appe- hamburgers
a
have
to the Navy's stethescope. Billy
we
decided
as
I
with
boy
night
day
a
and
girl
A
together. Many mothers wonder street.
per Drive,
is a veteran of World War II and in saying that all training in fire tite.)
two have future "fast man" for the team.
Joe Mac Reed's little boy and what we would do without an old much energy as those
Bobeye,
an
is a member of the Naval Re- drill might be dispensed with tf
bat
could
hungry.
one
Before
ALWAYS
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Fay Veatch were reveling faithful stand-by like them.
serve. Billy's friends at the Ful- fires would happen at noon be- Carol
Junior by had "watered" the entire team
LADIES' NIGHT TUESDAY
Beverly Patsy is that vivacious
Carolyn Jones and
in the joy of eating cotton candy.
ton Theatre joined in his send- cause these school buildings are
typical freshmen, who helps keep up the pep at and was back in his place on the
two
Cursey,
sides
all
on
by
dashing
were
Kids
minua
within
evacuated
Fulton Rotarians will entertain
off and a good time was certain- surely
while Dan sidelines .
High the football games
down the
with cotton candy in all colors. raced madly
their "Rotary Anns" and guests
casHoward Strange te after the bell rings.
the
food,
of
ly had by all.
speaking
And
end
the
in
roll
stellar
a
plays
know,
Institute way we Have you ever seen a child who School steps. Carolyn, you
next
From Carr
acted as master of ceremonies for
ual observers at football practice at a Ladies Wight dinner
didn't like it? Perhaps the rea- is the freshman cheer leader and position for the team.
Tuesday evening at Smith's Cafe.
cheer
the oecassion at a dinner held at saw that lovable, dreamy eyed
senior
Wilson,
Nancy
all
at
one never is surely doing a swell job
Time is announced as 7:00 p. m.
movie youngster Mike Calliham running son for that is that
(Continued on Psge 6)
Smith's Cafe after both
down the steps
'figures our exactly WHAT the football games. Beverly pro- leader hurried
emporiums closed at 11:30 p. m. as fast as his little legs could go quite
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Hunger Makes Hazards as Hellions try to Hop-along
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Factory Needs Site
C. H. Warren, secretary of the Chamber
told a group of retailers at a reCommerce
of
cent meeting that a factory employing some
750 people was considering Fulton as a possible location. Tne firm seems interested enough
and wants no outside inducements to locate
here, except to be assured of a constant source
of employment.
Right off hand it is obvious that Fulton
many
supply that
could not immediately
workers at a moment's notice, but it is further
obvious that there are enough able, willing
workers within this terirtory to supply three
times that many workers if some effort is exerted by local citizens to get them.

applications received by the schools each semester. We have been told, for instance, that
nearly 4000 applications have been received
at the University of Kentucky school of Medicine and less than 100 will be accepted. It is
obvious that all applicants cannot be accepted,
and a fine screening must be done to weed out
It does not
the more desirable candidates.
seem possible, however, that so small a number is desirable in comparison to the number
of applications received.
other
plan, among
The Government's
things, would make it possible for niore young
men to study medicine, thus making a fairer
distribution of doctors to patients. In no other
profession that we know of is there a higher
degree of difficulty in attaining admission to
universities to study, than in
colreges and
medicine.
Association has
The American Medical
created a tremendous aw4areness of the pitmedicine, with a laTge
falls of Government
measure of success, but if the public becomes
more aware of the growing difficulty imposed
on young men and women to enter medical
school, most of us will start to look for an
Ethiopian in the kindling stack.

employment,
will ring as a result of more
greater
result in
which would naturally
buying power. Organizations can make perfunctory overtures to industry, but its the man
who gets the benefits from large payrolls who
should organize the move to sell prospective
industry on locating here.
This inquiry to locate here is real, Mr.
Warren said. As a matter of fact he said the
firm was the Ball Brand Manufacturing Company, which makes rubber products. The com-

From The Files:

livt.otsit Bach 7Ite Cloch

With the United State Defense Departleaving many

ment drafting medical men,

communities with a fearful shortage of doctors, its time that Schools of Medicine make a
wider opening in the doctor's door.
Here's a.seal issue for the American Medibetter, we think, to take in a few more qualified men now, than to ignore the situation and
later have the Government open the doors to
a horde of unqualified and mediocre practitioners.

1000 Anti-Trust Suits

such

inducements.
their

building and do anything incident to locating
here. Mr.

Warren said

that the State In-

dustrial and Agricultural Board was looking
into the

matter for us, but we think that a
group of local men should go to the head office and tell our own story.

A. Hartford,

distribution is endangered by the present rash
of anti-trust suits. The interpretation's of the
antitrust lawyers have become so bewildering, he added, that a
Federal Trade Commissioner was led to remark that 100,000 U. S.
businessmen probably could be successfully
prosecuted if the government had enough lawyers to try the cases.
A true monopoly always jacks up prices
and squeezes the buyer to the limit.
Yet,
on the all-the-traffic-will-bear principle. Yes,
in current antitrust cases, concerns are being
prosecuted for doing just the opposite—that is,

If the company is seeking a new location,
and if Fulton really wants industry, here is a
good opportunity to start the ball rolling to

for selling cheaper, to the advantage of the
consumer. If that is an evidence of monopoly,

get Ball. This newspaper attempts to mirror

it is time we rewrote the
dictionaries and
came up with revolutionary new definitions

the wishes of the community and we believe
that by and large most retailers and other
trades want more payrolls. We also know that
it takes some fighting and planning to get a
plant like the Ball Brand Company and we're
prepared to do it.
The company wants to locate in Southern

Prof. H. H. Mills, principal of
anWater Valley high school,
Valley
nounces that the Water
fair will be held October 24th.
Dr. Turney of Crutchfield is
enroute to Mayo's clinic at Rochester where he will undergo an
examination for a rare disease.

Writing in the American Magazine, John

tains that the entire American system of efficient, lowcost, low-profit manufacturing and

They would buy their property, build

October 23, 1925:
J. E. Melton is advertising the
Hickman Courier for sale to the
highest bidder October 23rd at
Hickman courtl-Ouse. R. B. Roney, publisher of the 65-year-old
paper, has been unable to meet
obligations.

cal Association to take hold and correct. Its

when the Government opens the plant.

He stated that they wanted no building, no

ready thaa those of any other nastruggle for life.
looked very lion, though we were
For a time, it
pitifully
would unprepared. We stepped into the
much as if its promise
become meaningless and it would breach .Today,
about a dozen
die the natural death of its spine- countries have men, ships, planes,
less predecessor, the old League tanks and guns in Korea.
of Nations.
And, unless some member of
There came a day of decision. the U-N—this, of course, being
That was the day when the North the thinnest-veiled reference to
Korean Communist regime, in- Russia — decides to go to
the
spired
(everyone is convinced) Korean Communists' assistance
by Soviet Russian, sent its troops in violation of the charter, then
across the 38th parallel, invaded the first flexing of U-N muscles
South Korea. This was the crucial has proved the infant a sturdy
test of the United Nations.
one.
Right there the future of the
The days ahead will be diffiworld may well have been de- -cult. There will be more battles
cided—either for peace, for in- and bitter ones. More sacrificesternational cooperation — or for -and we are
beginning to feel
war.
pretty strongly already the sacriThe U-N responded swiftly and fices of men and money. More
decisively. Led by our own gov- -blood and more sweat.
ernment, the U-N decided this
BBut peace
and tranquility
was a case of flagrant, unjusti- never are cheap products. They
fied, wilful ' aggression, and as must always be bought dearly.
such came in the U-N province, We can only hope that we actualand should be stopped.
ly will get, in time, that for which
American troops
were more we are paying.

FARM

L nogw Tceorsmts

LOANS

-Quick Service

INSURANCE
ATKINS, HOLMAN & FIELDS .
Fulton, Kentucky

tical intrigue that makes ward. politics look
like child's play. Something's wrong some-

chairman of the board of The
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, main-

tax exemptions or any

Night' when you go byl"J

students to choose that - particular profession,
yet in selecting medicine as a profession a
prospective student must start a chain of poli-

pany is now located at Milan, Tenn., and fears
employment competition with the Milan Orlocated
there, if and.
dinance Works, also
A representative of the company was in
He was
Fulton looking over the prospects.
much impressed with the transportation fa..
dlities, the water, the proposed gas system:

'You might say 'Good

We think we re correct in saying that law,
engineering, chemistry, theology and dozens
inducements
to
of other professions offer

where.

We don't -want to use the trite expression
and say "that now is the time for all civic
behind the project."
groups in town to get
That's a lot of baloney. The people to get behind the project are those whose cash registers

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by AlsFeefters

Actually, business is being prosecuted just
because it is big, and for no other reason. If
these suits are successful, progress, beyond a
certain artificial point will become impossible
for any enterprise. Then the whole country
will suffer.

Mrs. Joe Davis entertained 50
Saturday afternoon in honor of
her mother and her cousin, who
are visiting.
Mrs. W. W. Morris entertained
Mrs.
honor of
Wednesday
nwood. Miss, a
Steele of
daughter,
Mrs.
guest of her
Harry Scates.
Mesdames Ed Crockett. B. P.
Blanch WagMaupin and Miss
goner entertained with a bridge
Usona. Fourteen
party at the
tables enjoyed the afternoon.
Mrs. T. H. Alexander and Mrs.
I. W. Dobbins entertained at the
Fourth
home of the former on
Street Monday for a number of
visitors.
out-of-town
resigned
Mr. Cecil Hall has
Ruthville
school
driving the
truck and his place has been taken by Lindsay Breeden, who will
drive a wagon.
The annual drive for a library
funds, under the capable direction of Mrs. J. R. Snow, netted a
sizeable return.
"Save with safety at the Rexall Store".—Evans-Boaz Drug Co.
corner Main and Church Streets.

October 31, 1930:
The large ....auditorium of the
Science Hall was filled with men
Tuesday
night to
and women
hear United States Senator Alben
W. Barkley preach the true gospel of democracy. It could well
be termed the
greatest Democratic rally in Fulton during the
present campaign.
J. Ray Graham was master of,
ceremonies and
introduced the
Hon. H. T. Smith who in turn
happily introduced the principal
speaker of the evening.
Senator Barkley for an hour
and thirty minutes held his audience spellbotfnd with his message
in the interest of the Democratic
ticket to be voted on November
4.
Funeral services for J. D. White,
Illinois Central railway official,
who died in Chicago last week
was held Sunday afternoon. The
services were conducted by the
Rev. Whitmyer, rector of Union
City Episcopal Church.
burial
following in fairview Cemetery.
The entire community is bowed in sincere sympathy for the
bereaved widow, who was reared
in this city.

'
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Austin Springs No rs — There
will be a Hallowe'en party given
at Union School
next
Friday
night. All are invited.
Mr. Bob
Austin is
making
some repairs on his house near
here.
Sunday School is
progressing
nicely at Salem Church and has
a good
enrollment and attendance.
The flower house of Mrs. Fount
Gibson is completed. It is a modern concrete structure and will
soon be filled by Mrs. Gibson's
pot plants, bulbs„ etc.
Some fall plowing has already
started here and more plans are
being made for a 1931 crop.
the
party of engineers of
Department arstate Highway
rived in Hickman today to make
Hickman
for the
the survey
Union City Highway.

Illinois, Southern Indiana or West Kentucky.

Medical Schools .
Open Doors For
More Young Men

•

•

•

Dick Oberlin:

If you want a well-paid, permanent job
under the Kentucky Merit System, this is

N Wt./Us et NcielwaliCoui

your opportunity. Applications will be accepted until November 18, 1950 for examinations
to be held
December 9 for clerks, typists,

This newspaper, without any ifs, or buts
has unconditionally opposed the President's
proposal for a National Health Insurance program. The plan has generally become known
as "socialized medicine" and as such has become the target of bitter attack by the American Medical
Association, the State Medical
Associations and various and sundry
other
groups and periodicals.
In opposing the President's plan we have
not minced any words in saying that the medical profession has some tremendously important skeletons to get out of its closets before
the general public believes the government's
plan a useless program. A more concerted plan
of public relations is vital at the moment, and
chief, among these, in our estimation, is that
the American Medical Association, combined
with the various State groups use its influence in making it possible for more young
men to study medicine.
At the moment admissions to the various
medical schools throughout the country are
infinitesimal compared with the number

State Has Jobs

of

stenographers, social workers, machine operators and other classifications in the Department of Economic Security. Social workers
are employed on a county basis so this
is
your opportunity to live at home and work
for the State. Full details and applications
may be obtained by writing today to the Personnel Examination Supervisor, State Office
Building, Frankfort.
Jobs with the State offer security. Applications for permanent
positions under the
Merit System, with paid annual leave and sick
leave with pay are now being accepted for
examinations to be given December 9 for
clerks, typists, stenographers, auditors, social
workers and other classifications. All applications must be received, or postmarked, by
November 18. Salaries range from $130 to $320
per month according to the classification. Appointments may be made in a local employment, public assistance, or child welfare office near your home. Write today, for
full
particulars and application blanks to the Personnel Examination Supervisor, State Offcie
Building, Frankfort.

a change of the year for your Buick,too,
stalwart as it is! hot summer driving has taken
T
its toll—in played-out lubricants, spark timing that
BRE'S

The formal observance of United Nations Day, the celebration
of that organization's 5th birthday, was observed Tuesday, Ocmean
tober 24th. That doesn't
saying: "Happy Birthday" then
blowing out the candles on the
cake and going about our business. The U-N should be remembered by every man every day.
Eventually the United Nations
will become the center of world
government. Eventually we are
going to give up a little of our
rugged individualism, a little of
our jealously guarded sovereignty
a little of our "We'll help you if
we feel like it, and if we don't,
we'll slug you" attitude in favor
world
of participating in this
government which, with its international police force, will be the
real bulwark against constantly
recurring wars or threats of war.
This may be done in five years,
maybe not in fifty. But if it isn't
done eventually the world certainly is doomed. The world
of
free men, at least is doomed.
Then we will
have to
live
either as conquerors or the conquered. There will be no world
as we know it today, with competitive systems which can live

peacefully in the same world, but
overall
only of there is some
controlling power which will prevent cut-throat competition.
Most people seem to think that
the U-N had its beginnings at San
Francisco in April of 1945, when
nations
representatives of fifty
got together and drew up the U-N
charter.
Actually, the U-N got its start
before that.
nearly four years
The beginning was August 14,
1941, when President Roosevelt
Churchill
and Prime Minister
met on a warship in the middle of,
the Atlantic Ocean and drew up
what is called the Atlantic Charter—a statement of purposes and
principles of international policy
which would guide the two nations—and any others who wanted to adhere to them.
It was finally, on October 24th,
1945, that the United
Nations
came officially into existence after a majority of the countries
which signed the charter ratified
it.
The U-N came into the world
only after long and painful labor, and it was a sickly infant. It
promised much—if it lived. But
from the outset, it had a terrible

may have slipped off a notch or two over the many
miles, a carburetor that would probably give you
better mileage and snap if it were properly adjusted
now for fall driving.
Point is—your Buick will feel a lot friskier in the
trying days to come if you let your Buick dealer get
those summer kinks out of its system now! Just
drive in—say you want (1) a fall tune-up and (2) a
regular Lubrica re—andsee how much rewarded you
are, for a small fee!
Do it this week, will you? Before the rush, you can
be served more promptly.

Put Your
!oda
%%Wit
hands
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

ducah spent the weekend with
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Mrs. Rosa Bell Casey and children spent the weekend with her
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News and Personals from - - - -

Water Valley

Robert
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Butler of Viola, Ky.
Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Odell Puckett
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Coleman Hawkins and son
of of Calvert City, Ky.
Mrs. Rebecca Underwood
Rev. W. B. Bishop and daughCongratulations Mr. and Mrs.
ter, June, spent part of the week Milburn spent Wednesday night
a
J. C. Cooley on the birth of
with his mother in
Middleton, with her aunt, Miss Ada Pigue.
baby girl at the Fulton Hospital
I Miss Bula Mae Cooley of PaTenn.
October 19. She has been named
Patricia Ann.
Mrs. Dora Newton spent Saturday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gotsum.
Miss Jo Ann Bishop of Murray
State College spent the weekend
with her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
W. B. Bishop.
Mrs. Mack
McClendon spent
Sunday afternoon with her son,
Mr. and
Mrs. John
Britt and
family.
Harry Weaks spent the week
with his son, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
I. Weaks in Cincinnati, Ohio.
John Moore spent the weekend
in Memphis
with his son and
He was
accompanied
family.
home by his wife, who had been
in Memphis for some time caring
for a new granddaughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Boaz and
daughter, Linda Gale, spent Sunfather,
day afternoon with his
who is ill at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt GosRonald,
spent
sum and son,
Sunday with his brother, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Gossum and family of
Don't neglect the power you depend on the year
Wingo.
oni
attention
need
around! Catch the little things that
Madisonville,
011ie Lamb of
Ky., spent the weekend with his
your tractor now while they are still little. You'll keep'
family.
upkeep costs down ... avoid costly delays later on when',
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wray
and family of Wingo visited Sunyou are busy in the field.
day night with Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Askfor a FREE,on-the-farm inspection of
Charlton and family.
yomr McCormick Farmall tractor and
Mr. and Mrs. James Copeland
other McCormick machines... now. Then
and Mrs. Robert Gossum shopped
5-Star
make•convenient date to get
in Fulton Saturday afternoon
Service in our shop Plan ahead. Sate by
sympathy to
We extend our
being ahead. Call as now.
Mrs. Alice Lewis and son, John
5-STAR
in the death of their niece and
SERVICE
cousin, Mrs. Esther Regan. FunFriday
eral services were held
with
at the Methodist Church
*lot cajtetha
burial' in the Water Valley cemetery.
of
Our little city is still out
water due to some much needed
repairs that have had to be done
to the well. Everyone who has a
well or any other means of waPhone 16
Fulton
314 Walnut

CATCH THE LITTLE
THINGS FIRST...

Get a PRE-SEASON
TRACTOR INSPECTION—WOW./

„,t6titt4*

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.

SAMPLE BALLOT

Johnson near Mayfield.
Friday, Oct. 27, 1960 — The Fulton News — Page 3
Mrs. Arden Carter and daugh
ter, Patti Jane visited Mrs. Lucille Charlton and daughter, Mari- Leroy Elliott, Mrs. Lon Jamison, to a lovely one o'clock lunchecer
Mrs. William
Netherland, Jr., complimenting the
members of
lyn Ann.
Miss Odell Puckett spent part Mrs. James Wade, Mrs. Malcolm her bridge club and two guests,
by lean Allen
41
of the week with Mrs. Lucille Bell, Miss Minnie Shelby, Miss Mrs. P. J. Trinca and Mrs. Will—
Linton and Miss
Sarah
Charlton and family.
Alma iam IL Sewell at her home ors
Mrs. James
Pewitt and son, Phillips.
Eddings Street.
Those sending gifts but not atRonnie Ray, visited Monday with
THE MONTH WITH AN "R"
A delicious three course lunch—
tending
were:. Mrs. Bill McMrs.
Harold
and
Clark
daughter,
Thank goodness October is a
eon was served.
Mrs.
Dew,
Kenzie,
Lloyd
Mrs.
Janice.
Tradiit.
in
"r"
an
month with
Bud Browder, Mrs. Paul Butts,
After the luncheon games of
our A 0,VeiRENCe tionally oysters
Mrs. Jack Allen and Mrs. Will bridge were enjoyed. Mrs. Jack
are in the marAt,jirroy,E51
Fulton Route One
ket from SepNetherland.
Edwards was awarded high score
tember through
Sue Clark
prize for the members and Mrs.
•'o April. Gastron.
•
MRS. GLENN DUNN
omically speakguest high. Mrs. H. L. Bus—
Trinca
Cruce
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Junior
ENTERTAINS WITH
ing, -oyster stew
won the bridge bingo.
hart
Mr.
LUNCHEON
visited
Mrs.
and
'Clark
G.
—•
0.
.11
WEDNESDAY
is in- season as
2
soon as there Saturday night.
Phone 4711 for Job Printing
Mrs. Glenn Dunn wag hostess
is a crisp cold nip in the air.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
0.
and
Clark
G.
Mr.
were:
Mrs
Socret of Good Stow
Most everyone I:nows that the Herbert Howell and Aline Wilksecret of good oyster stew is simp- erson.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark rely to cook the undrained oysters
for two to three minutes in lots ceived word from Phoenix, Ariz.
of butter or margarine. When the that their son, Herbert H. Clark,
edges begin to curl, combine with was in the Veterans Hospital. We
scalded milk. Season with salt
thought all his friends would like
and pepper. Serve piping hot.
FRIDAY atioidrSATURDAY
in
Plan on one pint of oysters and to know as he used to live
27-28
one quart of milk for six servings. Fulton.
G.
0.
Mrs.
Clark
visited
Mrs.
Tender Oysters?
Tom Howell Tuesday afternoon.
Oysters are bound to be tender if they are not overcooked.
The liquor is full of flavor— ART DEPARTMENT
ENJOYS MEETING
don't drain it off!
WITH MISS MARTIN
Bcmquet or Supper

r, Feiver&,;se

TWO BIG FEATURES

MOTOR PATROL

Oystcrs have added a note of
luxury and festivity to the meal
through the centuries, from the
.sevi
extravagant Roman banquet to
the present day
Sunday
night
,i,
644"‘
supper.
For a touch of
sophistication
serve Oyster Kabobs for supper
the next time you have company.
Oyster Kabobs
1 pint oysters
6 slices bacon
4 tomatoes
Vs teaspoon salt
Is teaspoon pepper
Cut bacon in two inch pieces.
Place slice of bacon, an oyster,
and a thick slice of tomato on
skewers. Repeat, leaving a little

MRS. JAMES H. SMITH
COMPLIMENTED WITH
KITCHEN SHOWER FRIDAY

space between bacon, oyster and
tomato on the skewer. Place
skewers across baking dish. Bake
in very hot oven (500° F.) for
15 to 20 minutes or until bacon
is crisp.
Yield: 6 servings.
Freshness Is Important
Plan to buy oysters no more
than one to two days in advance
and keep them refrigerated until they are served.
forthfullr

Ctitz4

NO.000

Consecutive

ItROLti 005 101.11.5ATION. CI.C111.ATI. 0.10

Reg. No.

SCHOOL BALLOT
For Fulton City School
Board of Education
(Vote For Three)

LI

Joe M. Hall ..

Ernest J. McCollum

Mrs. James Hoyt Smith, the
former Miss Norma Phillips, was
night with a
honored
Friday
Mrs.
kitchen shower given -by
Ellis Beggs at her home on Pearl
Street.
Contests were the feature entertainment with Mrs. Jack Hogg
and Mrs. William Netherland, Jr.
winning the prizes.
The honoree
received many
nice gifts for her kitchen.
The hostess served a lovely
guests:
plate to the following
Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Charles Sevier,
Hogg, Mrs. Dewey
Mrs. Jack
Hogg, Mrs. H. C. Hogg, Mrs. J. C.
Alfred, Mrs. Bill Baum, Mrs. J. D.
Simpson, Mrs. W. F. Flippo, Mrs.

ter have plenty of visitors. The
home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle
many
seems to be one of the
places visited very often as they
have their own water system. I
hear that Bro. Bishop has been
forced to visit them quite often.
Only wish I could get an invitation out where there is,plenty of
nice, clean bath water.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett attended the Mayfield-Fulton footFriday
ball game in Mayfield
night.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hopkins of Fulgham visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. B. Pewitt.
Miss Odell Puckett spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Puckett and daughter, Melanie.
Leon Charlton arrived home I
spending I
Thursday night after
Michigan'
the week in northern
pheasant hunting.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Turney and
family of Idaho were visitors in
town Saturday. Mrs. Turney is
the former Miss Elizabeth Owen.
We all remember her so well.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Jackson and boys, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
McAlister visited Sunday afterMrs. F. S.
noon with Mr. and

Name___ _

Residence

Miss Mary Martin was hostess
to the Art Department of the Woman's Club Saturday at her home
in Riceville. The business was conducted by
the
chairman by the chairman,
Mrs. Gordon Baird, who also presented the program.
Mrs. Baird's subject was "Lowell Thomas and his
Fabulous
Fireplace". She was assisted by
Mrs. Jake Huddleston, Mrs. P. R.
Binford, Mrs. Joe
Beadles and
Miss Martin.
At the conclusion of the progrom the hostess served a delicious salad
plate with tea
to
eight members and one
visitor,
Mrs. Guy Duley.
Mrs. Gordon
Baird will be hostess to the November meeting.

......

PLUS CO-HIT

JOHNNY SHEFFIELD

SUE SCUM DAMAN 0 FLYNN

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
October 29-30-31

JUNE ALLYSON
DICK POWELL
RICARDO
MONTALBAN
• XTRA
BIG HALLOWEEN MIDNIGHT
HORROR SHOW
TUESDAY NITE 11:15

XTRA

1

•

XTRA

"UNKNOWN GUEST
VICTOR
JORY •

PAMELA
BLAKE

•

HARRY
HAYDEN

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
November 1-2

DOUBLE TREAT
Timely! True!

P/NIMNIF4
Pichae

SEE OUR WINDOWSIIII\

In New York last week we made a special purchase of Marie Phillips and
Sue Brett dresses.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
$12.95
$14.95 Values
116.95

$8 98
•

Every girl loves beautiful dresses. Especially
wonderful buys like these. Five of these lovely
styles were nationally advertised in Glamour and
Seventeen at $14.95 and $16.95. Tomorrow you can
buy the same identical dresses for only $8.98 with
their own labels.

ONE AND TWO PIECE CLASSIC
STYLES
GABARDINE
CORDUROY
CREPES
STRUTTERS
FASHIONS
ALL QUALITY
Sizes for Juniors and Misses

Name of Voter

NO.000
Reg. No.

Residence
STATE OF KENTUCKY

CHRISTMAS CARDS
)
)

SCT.

COUNTY OF FULTON
County
I, KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk Of the County Court for the
is a true and
and State aforesaid, do certify that the above and foregoing
Election
correct copy of the Official Ballot to be voted on in the General
to be held on Tuesday, November 7, 1950.
KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk
Fulton County Court

... just bring
But don't delay.
us the negative of the snapshot you want printed on each
card — we'll do the rest.

ghop
INC.

DENNY'S STUDIO
Across from Post Office
Fulton, Ky.
Sig MU VIC MIK ALM MUSWAM AC Sif

OPEN A DOTTY BUDGET ACCOUNI111111111.111.1pr

nwrrere "Yes, why,"
"Well you might to their babyhood when a man is.
Monday at Claridge HoteL
learn some Chivalry from even around and can
baarely cross
guests
of
Saturday dinner
a man cow." "Hew-come?" "Well their fingers without help. But
Mrs.
Roy
Browner
and
Attie
Mrs.
and Mrs. D. L. Jones, Mr. and
you see the cow lying down and if a man wasn't around to pull
Bard were: Mrs. Bertha C. GholPAI.ESTINE
he is keeping the flies off her their chair out they could grab
Mrs. A. C. Butts of Fulton, Mr. son of Ontario, Calif., Mrs. Berwith his
tail." "Now that is it up swing it over their head and
and tha
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
and Mrs. A. J. Brundidge
Brockman of Longbeach,
something for the Reader's Dig- bean a guy with it.
. —
of
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Z. R. Shanklin of Calif., Miss Bertha Milner
est and it's four million 'readers
Mrs. Bailey
That's why you have to watch
Glendale, Calif.,
and Mrs. Percy King were: Dr. Latham.
VALLEY, Ky. — and not for my little column of
WATER
Ben
Gholson
Huddleston,.
Mrs.
woman's eyes and hands. Bea
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell and Mrs. Jodie Browder.
Population 350 neighbors, with a two other readers besicles myself cause while their eyes might
Mrs.
UJET YOUR
spent Sunday with Mr. and
postmaster who will give you all and Bob White."
Verhine
twinkle their hand would hold a
Mr. and Mrs. John
George Mathis in Cuba.
that
your mail; seven grocers
Thanks fir the suggestion how- knife to slip under your ribs.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt GifMr. 'and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt fin Sunday.
will sell you anything they have ever and if you
see any more Unless you are experienced you
—at-and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Everett
in stock; a bank whose Cashier silly acts of chivalry you might are not sure whether they want
A dairy house was destroyed by
of Hickman left Sunday after- fire at 1:30 Saturday morning on
will bank your money and then slip them to me and if I am feel- to love you neck or swipe your
Ford's Liquor Store
loan it right back to you for as ing pretty good I'll climb on.
of
4th & Lance Near Underpass noon for Nashville where they Clyde Burnette's farm west
bill-fold. But they are sweet to
convention town. Several
will attend a REA
little as ten percent and send you
Wimmin are funny. When they have around sometimes.
electrical appliaway laughing at what fools we get up in their Teens they revert
Mrs.
—Bill of Harris Fork,
ances were lost. Mr. and
mortals be; a Canning Factory
13ufnette were in Texas. A neighanything
from
that will can
bor reported the fire.
fishing worms to California sunMr. and Mrs. Roy Bard, Mr.
shine; a garage that will work
and Erwin 8ard and Glyn Bard
your car over till you will not
were in Charleston, Mo., Monday
recognize it with all the accessorThe
on business.
Hoosegow
ies removed; a new
Harold Pewitl
Mr. and Mrs.
that our F. B. I. representative
and son, Harry, spent Sunday
just dotes on filling with darkies
with her parents east of town. •
and lawyers.
Mrs. Morgan Davidson remains
And above all else a flock of
a patient in the Fulton Hospital
widows in
a
the best looking
and improving slowly from
Graves or Fulton Counties.
stroke several weeks ago.
If you can think of anything
Malcolm Inman suffered with
Three generations of the Baniertheier
--- else to make you happy just call
a heart attack Sunday but
is
family have consistently produced wines of
Hit parader Eileen Wilson on our genial District Attorney,
reported improved.
exceptional quality. Rath bottle of BardenMr. and Mrs. Shelby% Davis and brings the top tunes of the coun- Boone Bennett and he will write
heier's Wine represents Ti years of skilled
daughter of
Hawesville, Ky., try to WLW-NBC listeners Sat- you a divorce while you wait.
wine making. You buy with confidence.
spent the weekend with Mr. and urdays at 9 p.m.. EST, an the
Fulton wants to annex Water
when you buy Bardesaheier's.
Mrs. Lewis Thompson.
Valley but we just
could .not
"Hit Parade" program.
Jimmy Wallace spent Monday
stand the disgrace so our mayor
night with Phillip Jeffress.
may be bad, heating facilities may just gave them a very, very po426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
Mr. and Mrs. Will Leonard and be faulty, fire hazards may ex- lite, "no thank
you" and told
family attended the openink of ist, lighting may be inadequate. them to "go get a reputation."
the new hospital in Union City These defects and
What they really wanted was to —
many others
ON.E OF KENTUCK_Y'S TRADITIONS Sunday
afternoon.
Fifty
hamper the child both physically get their hands on the
The Palestine Homemakers and and mentally and make the time Thousand dollars worth of Govfamilies will have a Halloween spent in school less pleasant and ernment bonds in our Treasury
party at Community Center Sat- profitable.
These
conditions that mature in a short time.
urday night.
A bird just came to the door
should be recognized and
corand said that he came from Fulrected.
In her personal
relationship ton and the boss of the Chiealry
with her students, the teacher is Garage sent him to me. He had
408 EDDINGS STREET
In early winter Kentucky farmers
in the key position to observe a bottle in his hand and said that
watch for a lull in the walk to
"it,
sloweth
age;
it
strengtheneth
their health practices and
to
devote to shucking corn in the
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
make suggestions as how these youth; it helpeth digestion; it cutfield. With an armload of corn
may
be improved. By daily ob- teth phlegme; it abandoneth meltin II rude bench or table, the
ancholy; it relisheth the heart; it
fanner snatches the shucks by
School health includes a great servation; she is also apt to notice lighteneth the mind and quickenmeans of a 'shucking peg' atany signs of communicable dismany
things,
such
as
sanitary
eth the spirit; it keepeth and pretached to his finger. And serving
Contract Funeral home for and Member of
conditions, the immunization pro- ease, eye defects, hearing diffi- serveth teeth from
tcadition in his own way Rover
chattering,
culties, etc.
gram,
the
school
lunch
program
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, inc.
stands guard to chase the mice
and the throat from rattling."
The health program in _the
and health education.
that scatter when the shock is
He didn't know the guy's name
No amount of health education school should supplement that of that sent him so I just told him
pulled apart.
will
accomplish its
goal, of the home and the two together to take it back to John Earle as
Yes, and beer is a tradition
child a well- he needed
course, if the school which the should give the
liquor more than I did.
in Kentucky, too!
notion of just
what
child is attending
lacks those rounded
Like corn shucking BEER BEfacilities which are necessary for healthful living Is and how he,
We are on a short trek of about
himself, can practice these health
LONGS in Kentucky. Since the
healthful living.
785 miles up thru Kentucky,
early days of Indian maize Kee.
This, it should be pointed out, fundamentals in his own life.
Indiana, Illinois and across Ohio
*Asians have eased the weariGood school sanitation is a
is not neceksarily a rural
proto it's east side. And isn't this
ness of a long, bard day ia the
blem. It .is possible to have
a necessary part of progressive scenery great—trees and bushes
holds with a draught of liner, the
community life. It's everybody's all attired in their Sunday best,
modern,
up-to-date
city
school
I beverage of moroateragioe.
building and still have insanitary business.
the colored leaves from the trees
conditions.
floating down in a leisurly manCopyright 19.5D, Keseechy Diabloss, U. S. Brewers Poiredatio*
The
water
supply
or
service
Diptheria,
a
communicable
dl.
11.51amo Salethre • Lamisvills, Kestedry
ner that J. E. Fall, Jr., and Mace
may be dangerous, waste disposal ease that is commonest in colder McDade would do well to copy
months is, still a
problem in and thereby live longer.
Kentucky. During 1949 a total of
I haven't heard any babbling
303 cases were reported in Ken- brooks as we ambled along in our
tucky—a far cry from the days model T. Our Kentucky brooks
of diNtheria epidemics—but still are better trained than stay out
a ous., for c,vneern.
all night and then go babbling
. It should be remembered that around when they should be talkFulton
"Buck Buil:tart"
Depot Street
epidemics often result from neg- ing sense.
My room mate sez, "Do you see
ligence, and some parents have
cow
over
there"?
tended to become careless about the man
•••••
getting their children immunized.
Many physicians recommend a
triple vaccine which immunizes
Candidate Charles I. Dawson has been on both sides of almost every
against
whooping cough
and
tetanus, as well as diptheria. Your
question before the voters in the race for the United States Senate.
own family physician may have
Candidate Dawson has told the voters many things which Attorney Dawson
an alternate plan. The important
thing is that children should be
'would not approve. Candidate Dawson has taken stands which Citizen Dawson
immunized.
would shy away from. Candidate Dawson has warmly embraced Democratic
Statistics show that two-thirds
or more of diptheria—cases occur
principles which Judge Dawson held unconstitutional.
in children under ten. The time
Candidate Dawson has been asking for an investigation of his record. We
for giving diptheria toxoid will
depend upon whether the triple
have investigated this record but find a few points which need clearing up. Will
antigen is used. Regardless, it
you answer these questions so the voters will know where you stand?
An IC
Uflia&aWM&C45444.n.r
)
should be completed within the
fjzst nine mordJis ot, life, with
booster shots spaced as advised
say Mr. ik Mrs. Franklin J. Knight
No. 1 As listed attorney for Joseith E.
filed at Frankfort? To refresh your recollecby the physician.
Oak Park, Michigan
Seagram & Sons, Inc., Frankfort Distilleries,
tion, Judge, the case was styled as the T. J.
Since diptheria may cause or
Inc., National Distillers Products Corp., CalPendergast Wholesale Liquor Company.
lead to serious after effects, such
vert Distilling Company, United Distillers of
as permanent injury to the heart,
nerves or kidneys, the need for
America, Ohio River Frankfort Cooperage
No.4 As listed attorney for the American
early
immunization cannot be
Company, didn't you work diligently and
Turf Association, (Jockey Club) Churchill
over-emphasized.
do everything in your power to fur:her the
Downs, Inc., does it embarrass you to make
For further information conpassage of the Act of the General Assembly
cerning the
immunization proovertures to certain anti-gambling, church
gram in your county, consult the
of Kentucky which permitted cities of the
and school groups for their support on the
Fulton County Health Unit. Copfirst four classes to vote independently of
pretense that you are on their side?
pies of the -recently
revised.
counties on the liquor question?
phamphlet on "The Prevention
and Control of Communicable DiNo.5 In view of your wish that your
No.2 Are you not now, through letters,
seases"
are
now
available
record
as
private
citizen,
attorney
or
d
and speeches, seeking to gain the dry vote
through your county health deFederal
Judge
be
examined,
just
how
can
partment.
.
. •
of the State while at the same time you are
you account for the fact that—as reported
listed as counsel for practically every big
Mrs. Christine
Freeborn and
by The Courier-Journal--you appeared as
distilling company operating in Kentucky?
Mrs. Rachel Muller have returned
attorney for a bondholders committee in a
You can't be faithful to both your clients
to their home in Chicago after a
bankruptcy case on the very day you relinvisit with Mrs. Irene Boaz
on
and to the people. Which side are you on?
quished your duties as Federal Judge; or the
Park Avenue.
Cornea in ... see why you could pay $1,000 more
NO.3 one T. J. Pendergast bas been
further fact that you filed on that same
and still not get all the extra room,ears of
castigated in campaign speeches made by
day a suit attacking constitutionality of the
handling and famous dependability of Dochaill
you as the epitome of corruption in politics.
Agricultural Adjustment Act on behalf of one
Con you deny, Judge Dawson, the fact that
W OAT BErrat way to spend 5 minutes than
of the big milling companies? Were these
VV by saving $1,0001 Yes, just 5 minutes
your name was listed as one of the attorneys
legal papers prepared while you were still
is all it takes for us to show you why owners
for this same Pendergast in a tax relief suit
say you could pay $1,000 more for a car and
o Federal Judge?
For yourself,
still not get all that Dodge gives you!
for your family,
We'll show you roominess inside—head room.
for
your
friends
The voters of Kentucky will welcome answers to these and other questions which
leg room, shoulder room. We'll let you
New 8,:gger Valve
sample handling ease, the starrand-stop
. . . a picture
will be asked during the course of this campaign. Are you prepared, Judge
smoothness of Fluid Drive.
says more than
You'll learn about famous Dodge ruggedness
Dawson. to give true and non-evasive answers to these questions?
a thousand
and dependability that saves you money
words.
year after year.
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- BILL Of Harris Fork

Bardenheier Wine

Highest Quality Since 1873

Something Need Repairing ?
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Shucking
Corn

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME

I PUBLIC HEALTH
TOPICS

Phone
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WHISKEY
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LIQUERS

POLITICAL
QUIZ PROGRAM

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

1

MAG/AV /N i/l/ST
MINUTES TIME
WESAVED WOO/

YES,ANY OTHER CAR
THAT PI-EASED US BOTH
COSTs4000 MORE./

Memory Lives
In Pictures

FULTON COUNTY

DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
PA

rouncAz AM/FROST kAr NT

Make an Appointment today

Before you decide on any car,come in! Don't
wait, spend 5 minutes with us—save $1,0001

DODGE

shorta 4w ceofiers mane than /he lornestirrietleset

Gardner's Studio ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY . 209 East Fourth
Street
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PHONE 693
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SOUTHERN STATES HOLDS ADVISORY
MEET IN PADUCAH,THURSDAY,OCT.16

ties attended Southern
States
Paducah Cooperative, Paducah,
Kentucky; Southern States Clinton Cooperative, Clinton,
Kentucky; Southern States Crittenden Cooperative, Marion, Kentucky; Southern States
Fulton
Cooperative, Fulton, Kentucky;
Calloway County Soil Imp. As
.s'n.
Murray,
y, and Kerimit
R. McKinney & Son, Smithland,
Kentucky.

the weekend with
Mrs. Daisie I Friday, Oct. 27,
1950 — The Fulton News — Page 5
Bondurant and Clarice.
Mrs. W. A. Campbell and Mrs. I
Stanley Jones, Vyron Mitchell,
Lewis Scearce were dinner guests MRS. J. L. JONES, JR.
Thursday of Rev. and Mrs. Earl ENTERTAINS THURSDAY
Clyde Williams. Jr., J. A. Poe,
WITH SPAGHETTI SUPPER
A regional meeting of Southern Southern
Baird of Fulton.
States Cooperative,"
Miss Mary Hamra ana Miss Assay
Several from here attended the
Cooperative local Farm Mrs. J. H. Doran, Chairman and
States
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr. was hostess DeMyer.
funeral of Oscar Nugent at HarHome Advisory Committee was Mrs. Brown Geurin of the Calloto a delightful spaghetti supper
mony
Methodist
Church
Friday
held at
10:30 A. M. to 3:00 P. way County Soil
Improvement
Thursday evening at her home
afternoon.
M. in Paducah, Kentucky, Hotel Ass'n. Committee, Murray, KenMr. and Mrs. Elmer Liliker an- in Country Club Courts compliRitz on Thursday, October 26, tucky.
spoke on,
Mrs. Doran
nounce the
marriage of their menting the
members of
her
to outline and plan work of the 'My Work As An Individual For
IT'S HERE
son, Joe Fred, to Miss
Thelma bridge club.
committees during the next year. The Good Of Southern States CoThe Sensational New Invention
Powell
of
Fulton.
Following
She
is
the
a
supper
games
of
nurse
Mrs. Sarah P. Ellis, Richmond, operative and Mrs. Geurin spoke
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
in the Fulton Hospital.
They bridge were enjoyed. Mrs. Thom- No Belts — No Straps — No
Virginia,
Director of Women's on, "My Presentation of Southern
were
married
as
Mahan
was
Saturday,
higher
scorer
for
October
Programs for
Southern States, States Cooperative To The Wo- •
Odors.
22 in Union City.
Joyce Cruce
the evening and Mrs. Clyde Hill
was in charge of the meeting.
Approved by Doctors — The
men's Society of Christian. ServMrs.
Robert
Myers
was
second
and
daughhigh.
Other speakers who appeared
World's Most comfortable
After the games the hostess
ter, Ruth Ann
visited Mr. and
ROCK SPRINGS
on the program included Mrs.
Truss.
ial guests inAmong the spe,
served
Mrs.
the
Junior
Cruce
and
son,
dessert
Roncourse
with
Mallory Edwards, Secretary of vited to attend the meeting were
Nettie Lee Copelen
coffee.
Tuesday.
nie
the Southern States. Paducah Co- Mrs. Sadie Pullians, Home DemCITY DRUG CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon visited
Members playing were: Mes- 408 Lake St.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers
Fulton
operative Committee, Paducah, onstration Agent, Paducah, KenMarshal
and
Johnnie Moore dames Mahan, Hill, Fred Homra,
and
daughter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
JunKentucky,
who will speak on, tucky.
Tuesday:
Mr.
Cruce and son visited
•••••
•••=ek
"What I Did To Spread InformaFarm Home Advisory Commit- ior
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott, •
Tuesday
Mrs. Les
Cruce
•
tion To My Neighbors
About tees from the following communi- and
Beverly
and
Mrs.
Ora
Elliott
night.
spent awhile Monday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Croce and
Mrs.
Fannie
Nugent
of
Crutchson visited Mr. and Mrs. Russell
field.
Wednesday
Cruce and children
Mrs.
Nettie
Lee
Copelen
and
night.
baby and Mrs. Nora
Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Hutchison,
• Custom made to your size.
spent
Tuesday
with
her
parents,
Billie and Gene spent Saturday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
Green.
Earl
night with Mr. and Mrs.
won't corrode.
Mrs. May Hardison and
Mrs.
Hutchison.
Elizabeth Elliott visited Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Cruce and
• For any home or business
Mrs. Bob Veatch and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce visited
installation; w n d,o w
Mrs. Ora Elliott spent Wednesdoors, porches, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Brockwell
day
with
Mrs.
Lockie
Fletcher.
night.
Friday
• ANY COLOR desired.
Mrs. Vera Byrd and Mrs. Maud
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Harris, Sr. Elliott visited Mrs. Nina Moore
For Prompt Service Phone 502
Alishi•sIPM Plantation Life:
announce the marriage of their and Miss Ina Bellew Friday af* *
*
son, Gentry, Jr. to
Miss Linda ternoon.
The Writings Of
June Henderson, Martha Kay
Wilkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mattie Dear
Mrs. Ducian Wilkins of Fulton. Copelen'and Narie Moore spent
Olive Street
Fulton, Ky.
They were married October 14 in Friday night and Saturday with
0 Yes, I don't feel so well to- Corinth, Miss.
N434
,
They will make Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates of Pilot
worn
day. I feel just like I am
Oak.
their home in Fulton.
bet
out but I am feeling a little
Mrs. Elizabeth Yates visited in
'Standard Oil Products"
Mrs. Ruth Cloys is visiting Mr.
ter than I did last week. That is and Mrs. Allie B. Cloys in Mil- Clinton Friday.
Fulton
East State 1.ine
article
never
in
seen my
why you
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen,
an, Tenn.
last weeks paper.
Copelen,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bondur- Marie and Mrs. Nora
This is a very vad thing to say ant and Maurice Carr, Mrs. Clara Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Green and
but I'll say it. I sure miss service Carr and Mr. and Mrs.
Martin James William of Martin were
promise to Bondurant spent Sunday in Mem- Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday. Someone
take me to their church and I phis.
A. E. Green of Crutchfield.
stayed at home all day looking
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnson
for them and they ?ailed to come. of St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
I don't know what happen
I ,Cruce and Mrs. Margaret Garth
Wise mothers know how really
haven't learned Yet, but I sure iof Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dr. H. W.Connaughton
effective Vicks VapoRub is when
did hate to miss service but all Cruce of Cayce
were
dinner
you rub it on.
Veterinary Service
that's in life.
guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Now, for amazing new relief
I am sorry that Mrs. Walter Cruce and John Elmer Thursday.
when
colds cause coughing, upPhone 807-R
Bernard won't write me often. I
per bronchial congestion, or that
Misses Anna and Virginia Har.'14:41.116
a
card
from
"stuffed-up"
her
received
week
feeling, modern/7
package. Then . . . breathe in
ris, Charles Harris and Miss AnTO BE HELD
or Call 70
mothers use VapoRub this spe- soothing, medicated vapors.
before last and I sent her a let- na Spokes of Fulton spent Suncial way, too — in steam! It
Every breath eases coughing,
Graduate Veterinarian
ter. I ain't heard from her yet day in Carruthersville, Mo.
brings relief almost instantly. relieves that "chokey" feeling.
but I can say this; she sure apMiss Myrtle Burnette
spent
Put 1 or 2 good spoonfuls of For continued relief—even
Located on Martin-Fulton
pears to me that she sure is
a
VapoRub in a vaporizer or bowl while you sleep
Highway.
religious
has
woman. I never
of boiling water, as directed in —rub it on, too.
me. So I am sending Mrs. Johanseen her but I reads her papers
Use it in steam—Rub it on, too!
na one of my pictures.
ApoRun
that she sends me and let me tell
Begininng at 1 P. M. at the
you one thing I never will forget Mrs. Johanna. I was in the
WYATT HALL FARM
Daily Press Register office Saturday and I miss her so much.
6 miles south of Fulton,!z mile south of Chapel She was nice to me when she was
there.
Hill Church 2I/z miles west of the FultonSo don't be alarmed about the
Martin Highway.
war. It had to be. The Bible tells
you there will be wars and rumors of wars. All we have to do
We will
is to meet our God in peace.
6
"1411gt*elti
ttiNiii; a
So I am now trying to finish
OFIkR AT PUBLIC AUCTION
my sixth bale of cotton but I am
sick. I an, doing what I can.
17 head of dairy cows. 14 of these cows are Hol- Mr. P. W. Smith is in bad
stein, the rest Jerseys. 13 are fresh and 11 of them health but not in bed at all times.
But Mrs. Smith is fine and good
With
are with second calves. These cows will give from as they can be to me.
Patricia
I
don't
Lasee
Mrs.
4 to 7 gallons of milk a day. If you are looking for,tone. Is she stop writing? Please
Some good milk cows be sure and attend this auction let me know if she is or not I
wants her to give ,me an advice. I will say this; if I marry 100
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer.
times I never will get another
They like 'end No WINO
Hun. I feels so lonely since Hun
A Dodge truck is easy on gas and
please pray for
• been dead; so
oil, thanks to lightweight aluminum
pistons, 4 rings per piston and
other fuel-saving features. The
high-compression engine is "JobRated" with power to spare!

Fulton Route Four

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - LAMPS

us
93

1

•••••••

BARGAIN PRICES

CAYCE

(Omitted last week
Clarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce
and son of Evansville, Ind., spent
the weekend with
Mrs. Willie
Scearce and Tommie.
Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Shaffer
attended a Missionary Institute
at the Fulton Methodist Church
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Charley Sloan
and Frances spnet last weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Cahrles
A.
Sloan and family in Illinois.
Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and
Clarice spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Oliver
in Memphis.
Mrs. Neal Scearce has returned
after a weeks visit with
her
daughters, Mrs. Marie
Fletcher
and Mrs. C. W. Taylor in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cruce of
Union City' were Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr. and
Mrs.
J. J. Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Harrison
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Mosley.
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn Powell of
Memphis were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powell.
Mrs. Johnnie Mosley of near
Union City spent last week with
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mosley.

RUPTURE

AWNINGS

METAL

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION

Wise

FIND
Nn
e
r/RELIEF!
For STUFFINESS,

PUBLIC SALE OF
DAIRY COWS

COUGHS of COLDS

Wednesday, November 1

WKS

CABIN STILL

They're keepin'
upkeep costs down!
Your Dodge truck will be
"Job-Rated"—withthe
right engine, transmission
and other units for your
job. Exhaust valve seat
inserts and other dependable Dodge features help
assure low upkeep costs.

They're cashln' In on payloads!

eArricient oxcarts, which carried the
first Kentucky bourbon from farm cabins, have
given way to modern transportation—but—the
method of making this genuine, old-time whisky
remains unchanged.

Nothing new has bccn addcd

ALL KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
91
OLD

PROOF

STYLE

SOUR

MASH

-eovia/a&si-*
INCORPORATED

LOUISVILLE.

KENTUCKY

You'll appreciate the big payloads you can put on your Dodge
"Job-Rated" truck. Thanks to
better weight distribution, one
trip will often do the job of two—
without overloading the truck.

gild FLUID DRIVE!
Adds even more to economical truck operation.
Saves wear, adds to truck
and tire life. Available
only on Dodge "JobRated" trucks—on
%- and 1-ton models.
Get a copy of our new
Fluid Drive booklet today!

They're Ilkin' the low price!
Your Dodge "Job-Rated"track
will be priced with the lowest.
Yet it will be "Job-Rated"—
with every unit from engine to
rear axle sized right for hauling
your loads over your roads.

... for low-cost transportation
POWER:... 8 great truck engines—each "Job-Rated" for
PLUS power.
ECONOMY:. „ . priced with
the lowest. "Job-Rated" for dependability and long life.
BIGGER PAYLOADS:...carry
more without overloading axles or
springs because of "Job-Rated"
/1.361IT DISTRIBUTION.
EASIER HANDLING:...sharp-

er turning! Parks in tight placeL
"Job-Rated" maneuverability!
COMFORT:... widest seats...
windshield with best vision of
any popular truck. Air-cushioned.
adjustable "chair-height" seats.
SAFETY:...finest truck brakes
in the industry . . . hand brake
operating independently on propeller shaft on all models-/
1
2-ton
and up.

•C'ee us -for a good deal.1 /

Dicautortavatilon

ElG

ogprtiteiwala &et

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209-11 East Fourth Street

Phone 622
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Interests

FOR WOMEN
SOCIETY

—4--

CLUBS —4-Elizabeth Witty, Editor

HOME NEWS

Phone SU

values,
and as soon as the machinery is
Billy Graham.
Monday — Responsibility
of I set up, will return from the drier,
las. J. H. Lawrence, chairman,
back across the street and into
business I Citizens'
presided over a short
Meaning of the bal- one of the giant storage bins ...
Tuesday
I
Lee
session at which time Mrs.
t,
providing an extremely modern
Wednesday — Urgent School system of handling large quantiMyrick and ivirs. E. O. Deweese
ties efficiently and quickly.
were appointed as a nominating Needs.
Thursday — Opportunities for
officers for
committee for new
All.
the year.
Friday — Home, school, com- CLEMENTS
Mrs. Lawrence closed the meet- munity
(Continued from page One)
responsibilities.
ing with prayer.
Saturday — Freedom's
Heri- break all former ,records in road
tage.
building in Kentucky. During the
MRS. LYNN TAYLOR
first nine months. of 1956 more
SURPRISED ON HER
than 2,300
miles of road were
BROWDER MILL
BIRTHDAY THURSDAY
placed under contract at a cost of
(Continued
from
Page
One)
$31,000,000...
Mrs. Lynn Taylor was delight- ;
.birthday loading' the largest truckload of
fully surprised on her
The rural road program, given
corn
on
the
road just as fast as
lovely dinner,
Thursday with a
added impetus by the increased
daughters, Mrs. new shelling machines, dlso in- revenue provided by the
given by her
1949
stalled
at
that
time, could take it. General
Alex Leneave and Miss Kathryn
Assembly, under the
At
e
same
time an overhead guidance of
Taylor at their home on CleveHighways
Rural
conveyor screw was erected to
land Avenue.
Emerson Beau.
Commissioner
move the shelled corn over to the
It was quite a surprsie for the
champ, has made rapid strides in
old drier and
limited
storage furnishing rural
Kentucky
honoree when
upon her return
a
space in tte mill proper. Another
home she, found all her friends
system of improved county roads.
overhead
conveyer
was added
awaiting her arrival. She receivthis year.
ed many lovely gifts.
Mrs. Leona Moore has returned
A delicious
birthday dinner I Corn now passes to the new to her home in Nashville after
was served the guests seated at drier via the over-the-street con-la visit with her sister, Mrs. I. B.
the pretty appointed dining table veyors direct from the shellers !Cook in the Highlands.
centered with an attractive decorated birthday cake
encircled
with flowers.
The guest list included: Mr
Taylor, Mrs. I. H. Read,
M.
Lena McKeen, Mrs. Eunice R;;;
inson, Mrs. L. W. Graham, Mi
J. E. Hutcherson,
Mrs.
Dick
Bard, Mrs. Charles Burrow and
Mrs. W. E. Bell.

man or the Board of Deacons and
Rev. L. D. Ferrell, pastor, after
which the social hour was enjoyed and Mrs. Montell Manley led
Adult Department No. 2 of the the group in community singing.
First Baptist Church enjoyed a Everybody had a good time at the
barbecue supper Tuesday night informal gathering.
in the church dining room with
Special feature of the program
over 150 persons present. This was a series of negro spirituals
five
department consists of
sung by a male trio — Tillman
Baptist S. S. Adams, Edward Pugh and Hugh
of the
classes
by
taught
Ruel Hemphill class,
Rushton.
Mrs. J. A. Hemphill; Woodrow
Those attending were: Mrs.
Tillman
by
taught
Fuller Class,
Paul Boyd, Mrs. Montelle ManCouples
Married
Young
Adams:
ley. Mr. and Mrs. Tillman AdClass, taught by Marvin Sanders; ams, Barry Adams, Louise VerFidelis Class, taught by Mrs. L. bine, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thomas
13. Ferrell; Glad Girls, taught by Hainley, Mrs.Tansel Bowen, Mrs.
Mrs. Carl Hastings.
Ellis Beggs, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
A committee of the offices of Alfred, Mr. and Mrs. Buel Careach class planned the me/in and lisle, Lillian Moss, Lucile Parks,
"Skip out am'get the paper, Clodd—you've got a
a delicious meal was served.
Mr. and Mrs. L K. Moore, Mr.
The superintendent of the de- and Mrs. David
cold anyway!"
Phelps, Mrs.
partment, Hugh Rushton, intro- Louise White, Adelle Rhodes and
duced three visitors, Fred Bond- E. R. Adkins, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Neal Looney, Mrs. James MRS. FREEMAN
urant, superintendent of the Sun- Bondurant, Pete Green.
•
Fortner, Mrs. J. D. Simpson, Sara ENTERTAINS
day School; Edward Pugh, chairMr. and Mrs. M. D. Phillips, Linton, Mrs. Will
Netherland. LUNCHEON CLUB
Leon Fields, Olene McDaniel, Mrs. Elmer Shaw, Mrs. C.
E.
Mrs. Claude Freeman was graDon Green, Mr. and Mrs. James Hodges, Mrs. Edgar
Pr - • 1
Tuesday mARy.NELLE
hostess to the
cious
Green, Jimmy Green, C. S. Has- Willette Cook, Daisy Carter.
club.
luncheon
WillingMrs.
Jim
and
tings,
Mr.
J. D. Golden, Hilda H. Baker
(Continued from Page One)
.See us for
delicious luncheon was enham, Margaret Bard, Mrs. Jack Mary Moss Hales, Sue McKenzie.
each afternoon makes one wonGATES V-BELTS
Speight, Opal Williams, Carmen Ruth Horner, Mrs. Roy Carver. joye
t the Derby Cafe. Followder how ' parents of these hm,
Woodruff, Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Wade, L. M. ing the incheon games of bridge
.for any Machine
can keep them fed after a ha: d
Freeman
Mrs. Donald Stokes, Mrs. H. M. McBride, Charles Copeland. Mr. were enj -ed at the
day of practice.
Coach
Hoe.z
Latta, Mrs. Robert Batts,
Mrs. and Mrs. Harold Henderson, Jr.. home on Ja
on Street.
keeps the boys on the field until
BENNETT ELECTRIC Otis Bizzle, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cochran, Mrs Mrs. R. H. V. te received high the
last shades of daylight are us21: Main
Phone 201 Hill, Rev, and Mrs. L. D. Ferrell, Howard Shaw; Mr and Mrs. Ed- score prize for th members and
ed, and the boys retaliate
at
OklaNarna
o
Ben
Berger
Mrs.
ward Pugh.
home by sitting at the table until
guest
was
Oklahoma
gi
en
a
City,
the last morsel of food is scrapMr. and Mrs. Donald Cherry,
gift.
ped from.thepots. We should imMr. and Mrs. Hugh Rushton, Mr.
Coca-Colas were served during agine that Gerald
Underwood,
and Mrs. Clyde Fields, Mrs. Leon the games.
Wendell Norman, Dawson HudHutchens, Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Clifton, Bobby
Members playing were: Mes- dleston, Bobby
Teague, Lucile McCoy, Mrs'. Dor- dames Clarice Thorpe, Winfrey "Big 'Un" Copeland and other
-is Alston, Mrs. George Rushton, Shepherd, Leon Browder, Louis hupics of young men must create
an
awful
problem at
home
Minnie Tichenor, Mrs. L. C. Wil- Weaks and R. H. White.
around
mealtime. Maybe
the
liams, Mrs. H. L Milstead, Mrs.
mothers and dads would like to
Tohn Covington. Mrs. Carl Has- MRS. BALDRIDGE
see report cards out a little more
tings, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brady. COMPLIMENTS
often if it does anything to the
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Lamascus, BRIDGE CLUB
appetite.
4 pc. BED ROOM SUITE
$99.50 Mrs. Porter Twigg.
Mrs. AG. Baldridge was hostIndeed, its a hungry mob that
Mrs. Lewis Birde, Mrs. Rich- ess to the
Tuesday
afternoon blitzes the streets at noontime on
Myatt, Mrs. Larry Latham. bridge
2 pc. SOFABED SUITE
club at
$89.95 ard
her
home on school days. Its a complete study
Mrs. John Payne, Mrs. Russell Fourth Street.
of "before and after" to see them
Rudd, Mrs. Warren Argo, Mr. and
Mrs. George Batts and Mrs. J. make mad' dashes for the
BullCharles
Mr.
Mrs.
Looney,
and
5 pc. CHROME DINETTE .
.$39.95
L. Jones, Sr., were visitors to the dog, for home, for the cafeteria
or
Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mr. and club.
any place that they can fill up
Mrs. James Warren, Mr. and Mrs.
At
the
close
of
the
that
games
Mrs.
CHROME CHAIR with ARMS .... $5.95 James Meacham, Mr. and Mrs.
ravenous cavity they call a
Guy Gingles was awarded high stomach . . . and its with a
comWalter Voelpel.
score prize.
plete change-about in pace that
GLASS DOOR UTILITY CABINET..$13.95
The hostess
served a party they snail-crawl it back to school
MRS. JAMES FORTNER
plate. Members attending were: for all the world like a
group of
ENTERTAINED MONDAY
Mesdames Gingles, V. L. Free- refuges about to
IRON BED COMPLETE with SPRINGS and
meet the
WITH HALLOWEEN PARTY
man, L. 0. Bradford, L. 0. Car- hatchet-man at the
guillotine.
Mrs. James
Fortner, who is tar, Clanton Meacham and R. C
COTTON MATTRESS
$24.95
leaving soon for Hopkinsville to Pickering.
PARADE
make her home, was compliment(Continued from Pate One)
SUMMERDALE,SEALY INNERSPRING
EN
ed Monday, night with a Halle- MRS. VA
Susan Adams will speak before
wren party, given by the Annie 11113STESS TO
the Lion's Club.
MATTRESS, 49.95 Value .. • $39.95 Armstrong Circle at the home of BRIDGE ¶VB
Chairmen of the event mm the
Mrs. Neal Looney.
The meybers of the Tuesday various
schools are as follows:
Halloween contests and gatnes night
SIZE 515 PET OAK HEATER.
..$16.50 were
bridge club and one visitor.
Fulton
High, Hubert Jaco:
enjoyed during the evening. Mrs.
Monroe Luther were
de- Terry-Norman, Mrs. Jessie
Miss Sarah Linton, Mrs. 3, D.
Lee
lightfully entertained by
Fleming; Carr Institute,
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
Mrs.
• $9.95 Simpson and Mrs. Lon Jamison Grady Varden at her home Mrs.
on Mildred
Moore
and
were the plize winners.
Milton
Pearl Street.
School, Mrs. J. C. Tucker.
The.door prize, a Southern Bell
Mrs. Robert Burrow was high
The entire theme for the week
picture, was presented
Mrs. scorer for
"Use our Easy Payment Plan"
)Jaeevening.
At the follows:
Fortner.
close of
games
the
hostess
Sunday — Moral and Spiritual
The hostesses, Mrs. M:D. Philserved a electable salad
and-i
lips, Mrs, Lon Jamison and Mrs.
coffee.
James Hyland
served a lovely. Members
playing were: Mesparty plate
carrying out
the ; dames
Burrow, Alex Leneave,
208 Lake Street
Phone 1 Halloween motif. The house was Paul
Boyd, Frank Wiggins, John
also decorated with colorful fall '
Daniels ap*El. H. Bugg.
flowers and
Halloween decora-1
ations.
LADIES AID
Those attending were:
Mes- HOLDS MEET
dames Mozell Rawls, Frank Mid- ; AT
CHURCH
yett, Ellis Beggs, Lloyd Bone,
James Hyland, George Speight, The Ladies Aid of the Cumberto open drains and sewers.\
J. C. Alfred, Bill Hogg,
Dave land Presbyterian Church
met
Let tureterOiceeldo thejob
Winfrey, Len
Jamison, J. D. Monday afternoon at 2:30 at the
for ou...Quicker- Cheaper! )
Simpson, Buel
Carlisle,
Neal church with Mrs. D. Fred Worth
Looney, James Fortner,
H. W. and Mrs. Mike Fry hostesses.
Connaughton, M. D. Phillips and
J. E. CAMPBELL
The meeting was opened with
Miss Sarah Linton.
prayer by Mrs. E. Reub
after
PLUMBING SHOP
Visitors
were:
Mrs. G. W. which Mrs. Worth gave the dePhone 111:t7
909 Arch Street
Looney and Mrs. Richard Par.),
votional and read a sermon
by
ADULT DEPARTMENT
ENJOYS BARBECUE
SUPPER ON TUESDAY

October
FURNITURE SPECIALS

SPECIAL UNTIL
OV.
*

$119.95
We have a limited
number of these sets to AI
3ffer at this price before,
NOVEMBER 1st
You can buy this sen;ational value on easy
terms of only $12. down
and 18 months to pay
balance.

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
208 Lake Street

Phone I

You'll
lotm
plet
MILIEU

Raw.
to yel
Equ,p
runs. :
Banc

*

Home Freezer
12 foot size

KELVINATOR

-95 1

$389Home

Freezer

THESE PRICES CANNOT BE DUPLICATED
AFTER NOVEMBER 1st. Hurry! Now!

CITY ELECTRIC&ITIRECo
205 Commercial Ave.

Phone 401
Moir

7
,14
,
4
4e0i
l
a
r
4
•

.14

Sturdy, Streamlined
Washer, Regular
price

S119.9:;

Dexter DeLuxe

Se(
lea
Mi

Rinse tub
Set

S22.95

Fl

ROTH FOR

AT NO ADVANCE IN PRICES!

PERSONALS --Cadet Joe W. Taylor, who .:attending school at Chamberlain Hunt Academy in Port
Gibson,
Miss., spent -last.weekend
with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Roy D.
Taylor of Crutchfield, Route 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Pannel Friday night.
Sunday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Cruce and son were:
Raymond lark, Evonne Weaver
and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bob Tanner, Jr.
Miss Mary Royster
attended
the twenty-fifth wedding anniversary of her sister, Mrs. Haryyl
Boaz and Mr. Boaz in Paducah.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Richard Gerrish and children of Clarksville, Tenn., are
the guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Terry on Terry
Road.
T. M. Exum has returned from
a visit with his daughter, Mrs.
Harry Platt and Mi. Plott in Centralia, Ill. He was accompanied
home by Mrs:Platt.
Mrs. Ann DeMyer of Oklahoma
City, Okla., who has been visiting
in Fulton left Tuesday afternoon
to visit relatives in
Clarksville,
Tenn.

•
•
•

KELVINATOR $200.00

WASHERS

and
Look What You Get!
1 Set Twin Tubs on Stand
24-pc. Cannon Sheet and
Towel Set.
ALL FOR ONLY

Ni

6-foot size

Don't DIG...

ELltCTRIC

bed+

(When a 10'; tax goes into effect on all home
freezers and television sets)

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO

GENERAL

Vs
test

ONLY S129.95

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:
—SEE US FOR—
Al

Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
clover, Red top, orchard grass, rye grass, red
clover, blue grass.
Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye,
alfalfa, crimson clover.
20`1 PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
fuNtorn Seed (leaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620

arAMPEEIF11111111M111111
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SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
10:`, \lain St.

Fultem

Phone 399
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SCHOOL NEWS

call from that- guy of yours: ' LAST
RITES THURSDAY
Miss Maggie Jones
Too late to worry, too late to
cry, its just bye, bye,BC.
SENIOR NEWS
Dies At Whitlatch
We're past those six
Hey, BR is there anything in
weeks
Gld Ladies Home
tests now, thank goodness.
the RL affair and we do mean
Say, BJT why so happy? It it ANYTHING.
.
Miss Maggie Jones, 75, beloved
BGB got her orders from her
The
because you got a long distance
1950-51 South
old lady of the Whitlatch Home
Fulton
fellow.. Is she sticking to them?
in South Fulton passed away basketball season officially gets
Or did she give him his?
underw
ay
Friday
night
at
WoodWednesday morning at 1:30 a. ra.
1 SAB do you always have to
land Mills High School Gym."
"Miss Maggie", as she was af" lock your ice's in the car or is it
The Red Devils and Devilettes
fectionately called by all
who are out to win the double-header
that you like to have BH come
knew her,
was
crippled by to start the season
',open it.
off right. The
arthritis
several
years
ago.
She girls have several lettermen
I We see DC has "PEG" on his
back
has
made
her
home
with
Mrs.
' books. Could that be PF from
and are a hard fighting team. The
Whitlat
ch
for
the
past
four
years
Union City.
probable starting line-up is Eva
where she has been under excell••••••
We hear JC went with BC the
Lee Griffin and Nancy Jones, coent
care.
.•
!other night. She thinks he
captains, and Charlene Clayton,
is
•-e11.411.1117Erlro •
511e has been confined to her forwards.
cute.
The guards will be
o
bed
as
the
result
of a fall three Carol Sue McGuire, Betty Roach
KM was seen with BC Tuesday
s
FOR 10 YEARS •
weeks
ago.
Althoug
nicht. He sure is getting around
h no bones and Alvaleen Moss. Coach Perk•
• 4gwere broken, Miss Maggie's in- ins says that Clayton
• a 1(4 lately.
, Hall, Adfirmitie
s
were
complic
• EM and BJT sure had a ripated by the kison, Williams and others will
injury.'
• rooting time going to water Valprobably see action, also. He says
•
'y the other day.
Miss Maggie, was well know to that- he is looking forward to a
_
Fulton
•
Say, we hear everyone wants a
News readers. She was successful season.
•cornpkftly rnodorn
the inspiration for a drive to sepreview of BR's act. Why?
Woodland girls lost their tall
•"Elodri< Weldoci"
Maggie
Jones
Miss
shown
in
cure
a
Who
wheel chair for the home, forward, Jessie Williams, but Mcare you going with JH?
for sohly
her wheelchair, for which gen- not only to make Miss Maggie Daniel, speedy little forward
••0.0 heavy Insula•••
Someone from South Fulton?
is
•Immecsion ty,
11EY, GRP, wake up. Some- erous readers of the Fulton comfortable but for the perman- still with them. It should be an
theT•noskOt
contribu
News
funds
•deslonod for easy
ted
for
its
ent
use
evenly
thing
of
is
thq home.
going
matched contest.
on you should
sorrking
purchase.
Services were held Thursday
know aout. You too, WR.
Most all of the Red Devils have
•*my Installotien
aftbmno i at 2:30 p. m. at the seen action in previous seasons
BSC what happened to your
YouU find everything you want in the new finger? Why did your
Wingo Baptist Church with. Bro. but it is still a relatively young
shoulder had for them.
lobs Wood Electric Water Heater ... comDPB have you decided it will H. M. Suthard, pastor of the team. Probable line-up is Rribert
pletely modern styling. outstanding con- get well so quick?
churcho officiating. Burial was in Roper, captain, and Edward Hailstruction lemurs-v. and automatic hot water in
MF was seen with HLR from be BN9
luxurious quantities ... plus a moat liberal Dukedo
ey as forwards, Donald Richardm
the 'other
LI and JP are
still
going the church cemetery.
night.
10 year guarantee plan on all Deluxe models.
She leaves a
strong.
Equip your home with real hot water happi- Nothing lo it, we hear.
daughter, Mrs. son, center, Jimmy Yates and
ness. Step in and sec the 'sew Juba Wood
Bye for now, we have to study
JS and RB seem never to get Vera Hensley of Prague, Okla., Larry Cannon at the guard posiHeaters today.,
two brothers, George McNealy of tions. Bobby Joe Goodwin will
some. (ugh.)
tired of each other.
JAL is it still JY or is it some- Wingo, Route 1, and Mac Mc- be out of the line-up, *due to a
J. E. CAMPBELL
Nealy of
body else now?
JUNIOR NEWS
Dyersburg; a sister, foot injury received last week in
The Junior Follies which was
DLP what is the matter with Mrs. Callie Perry of Lyle, Tenn.; practice. Coach Platania says the
- rt.t Nutim,
held Tuesday night was a huge the Junior girls? Give them
'109 Art
shape
a and several nephews and nieces. toys are in good
and
1037
-should give the strong Woodland
success and we hope
everyone chance._
boys a good race.
•njoyed the
- Sal and JA are still being seen
entertainment we
The new Pep Squad will be on
together. Keep it up. kids.
hand to give out with some good
AP are you still getting a regucheering and lend school spirit
lar visit from the mailman?
to the game.
Same'of the Juniors never have
Be- at Woodland Friday night.
fun it seems. What is the matter,
Funeral sr vices for W. H. Mcboys? Don't girls suit you?
Anally,
retired
railroad conduct- PARTY AND SHOWER
Mrs. Wayne has been sick This
or of this city Were held Wednes- COMPLIMENT
week and we
S POPULAR
wish for her a day
afternoo
n
from
the Hornbeak MRS. JAMES H. SMITH
speedy recovery.
Funeral Home. McAnally died
•
Mrs. U. I. Dalton of near Union
Monday afternoon at 2:30 p.
SOPHOMORE NEWS
after several years' illness, which City was hostess to a lovely party
and miscellaneous shower WedWell, another week is upon us necessitated his
retirement from nesday
and here we are with a little boy- the railroad in
night complimenting her
1948.
niece, Mrs. James Hoyt Smith,
girl gossip. There are quite a few
He was born in
Henders
on
changes among us.
County, Tennessee in 1884, the the former Miss Norma Phillips.
Mrs. Smith wore an attractive
ES who is the
latest "heart son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robmodel of black taffeta trimmed
throb"?
Couldn't be that cute ert Franklin McAnally. He
was
withrhinestone buttons. Her
Pr'
Senior whose picture you are married to the
former
Miss
carrying
around could it, Em- Blanche Dickey in 1908 and join- corsage of orchid chrysanthe,mma?
ed the Illinois Central in 1910 as urns were a gift of the hostess.
A color scheme of pink and
Say, BO who did you call Sun- a switchman and later
became a
day? Couldn't have been
MY conductor. He came to Fulton in white was used in the decorations
could it, Bob?
1931 and has made his home here, and refreshments with arrangements of fall flowers adding
WF who is the lucky one?
ever since.
Say, JA when are you going to
Funeral services were conduct- beauty to the house.
Games of bingo were enjoyed
get married?
ed by the Rev. E. Rueb, pastor of
and The honoree, Miss
SS who is the cute boy we have the Cumberland
Bobbie
Presbyterian Jean
been seeing you with. Charles Church. Burial
Barnes, Mrs. M. U. Robinwas in
Greelea
who, Shirley?
Cemetery. He was a member of son, Miss Mary Meeks Winters
JT do you have a girl friend?
the Masonic Lodge in Jackson, were the prize winners.
Late in the evening there was
PM who did we see you with Tenn.
Sunday. Could it have
been
He leaves his
wife and four Cisco, Texas, Mrs. S. D. Schnider,
GLG?
children, R. G. McAnally of New Memphis and Mrs.
C. L. Jackson
Come on, JB give some of these York City, W. H.
le
McAnally„. Jr. of of Union City.
gills a chance.
204 Lake Street
CAA did we see you with BO
Phone 1360
ASK /MOUT THE
the other night?
Does BC have a crush on PM?
MARTIN-SENOUR

BASKETBALL STARTS
AT SOUTH FULTON

77.

ELECTRIC
MATER HEATERS

1

j

1C
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a knock at the door and U. I. EVONNE
WEAVER AND
Dalton and M. U. Robinson im- RAYMOND CLARK PLAN
personating
parcel
postmen NOVEMBER MARRIAGE
brought in the lovely gifts.
Mr-and Mrs. Walter Weaver of
A lovely nartv plate carrying
Water Valley, Ky., announce the
out a bridal scheme of pink and lengage
ment of their
daughter,
white was served to the following Evonne, to Raymond
Clark, son
guests: the honoree, Mrs. Houston of Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
Clark of
Smith of Dresden, Mrs. M. U. Fulton.
Robinson of Rives, Mrs. Herman I The couple will be married
in
Stanley, Mrs. Lexie
Cranford, November.
Mrs. Robert Barnes, Mrs. W. B.
Innes,. Sr., Mrs. George Winters,
Jr., and children, Mary, Dickie, Jackson Drug Store
and Lucy, Mrs. W. E. Flippo, Miss Moves To Main Street
Minnie Shelby, Miss
Geneva
Jackson's Drug Store, owned
Dalton, Miss Bobbie Jean Barnes, and operate
d by W. E. Jackson,
Miss Dorothy Innes, Mrs. M. D. has moved this-wee
k from its forPhillips and Miss Alma Phillips. mer location
on the Martin highThose sending gifts but not at- way and is now
located in the
tending were: Mrs. Dee Stanley, new Graham Buildin
g on Main
Mrs. Bill Innes and Mrs. W. T. Street next
to Haws Memorial
Jimmerson.
Hospital.

I

I RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP I

McANALLY SERVICES
HELD WEDNESDAY

Blue Jeans
SIZES 6-12
REG. $1.98

15

01

SPECIAL
Fri-Sat Only

GIVE US A TRY!
Pit Bar-B-Q
Chili
HAMBURGERS
Curb Service
Ray Hunter, Owner

$1.39

JACKA JILL SHOP

Nleet Complete Stoeli-

In West Kentucky

See the cream of registered Shorthorns from
leading breeders from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Missouri and Illinois.

First Annual Mid-America
hrebred Shorthorn Sale
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1

PERSONALS
Dr. and Mrs. L. A. Perry attended the circus in Jackson,
Tenn., Thursday.
Mrs. R. E. Hyland and children,
Jean and Bobby spent the weekend with relatives in Mayfield.
Mrs. Olene
McDaniel, Mrs.
Enoch Campbell, Miss Marjorie
Whitlock, Mrs. McKenneY and
Mrs. France's Jones attended the
West
Kentucky
Hairdressers
Association convention held last
week at the Ritz Hotel in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Patterson
attended a meeting of the Tennessee Poultry Improvement Association at Hotel Peabody in Memphis last weke.
Miss Kathryn Taylor of Carruthersville, Mo., is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Lynn Taylor
on
Clevelend Ave.
Little Miss Lynn Stopp of Dallas, Texas is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Smith on Cedar Street.

MONARCH
TWO...PRODUCT
SYSTEM
The primer for
sealing, hiding
and priming.
The Finish Coat for
protection and lasting
color beauty.

014:1'

Dependable Protection
Lasting Beauty
Proved Economy

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

Phone 35

A GOOD COMPANION

Barley
Rye
Wheat
Fescue
Ladino Clover
Winter Turf Oats
Red Top
Red Clover
Orchard Grass
Rye Grass
Turnip Seed
Vigo and other Wheat

WE ARE NOW
BUYING YELLOW CORN

let Us

,

CLEAN YOUR SEED!
WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for
11)

eWhen it's time for good fellowship, remember companionable Bond & Lillard!
This Kentucky whiskey, a favorite for
81 years, is always a great treat-and a
great value. Uniformly fine since 1869.
•

12 BULLS
The weight-for-age kind that
making Shorthorns the fastest
growing beef breed.

HANNA'S PAINTS

See tin for your farm and
nome needs. Good stocks

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens.
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for gr.-eying and finishing pigs.

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

28 FEMALES

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Selected especially for those
elshing to start new herds ...
eve s with calves, open heifers
and heifers bred to nationally
famous bulls.

DON LONGLEY, SALE MGR., THE SHORTHORN WORLD

FOR FALL SOWING!

ammo..

At the Carson Park Fairgrounds, 1:00 p. m.

Illustrated catalog available at the sale.

SEED

We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.
KENTUCKY`
WHISKEY
A BLEND

16 South Locust Street, Aurora, Ill,
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, N. Y. • 65% GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

more efficiently in flood control ty fair grounds, necessary barns
operations. It also said the canal having been built and fencing
would provide more dependable done.
and shorter navigation routes
with
savings in transportation
Accurate....
costs.
The proposed project, the TVA
WORKMANSHIP
said, would take less farm lands
.... At Low Cost
out of cultivation than
would
Watches, Clocks a n d Time
other high dam plans which have. Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Senator been under study by the Army
Priest (D.-Tenn.) and
Repaired at Low Cost by—
Kefauver (D.-Tenn.) to enable engineers.
ANDREWS
the TVA to take over the develA farm in Breckinridge counJewelry Company
opment of the Cumberland river ty has been purchased for a coun-
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We Have Almost Everything
You Need In The Way Of

West Kentucky May
Be Dam Spotfor TVA
The Tennessee Valley Authorrecommended to President
ity
Truman today construction of a
$126,000,000 power dam on the
lower Cumbreland river near
valley.
Grand Rivers, Ky.
A copy of the TVA recommenon
located
Rivers
is
(Grand
to
dation was made available
Kentucky Lake just above Ken(D.tucky Darn on the Tennessee ri- newsmen by Rep. Gore
ver, but the distance between the Tenn.). Gore said the President
two rivers at that point is not advised him that he expected to
the
great. Grand Rivers was origin- ask Congress to authorize
ally laid out to reach from the new project
recommended that
The TVA
Tennessee to the Cumberland riconstruction of the new dam "is
ver.
more important than the ques(The proposed dam apparently tion of what agency is to build
would be a short distance above it" It added that because of the
Kuttawa and Eddyville.)
"foreseeable and potential elecThe project was urged by the tric power needs the electricity
agency in place of two dams al- generated at the lower Cumberready authorized by Congress at land project can be absorbed and
used to advantage as soon as it
Kuttawa, Ky. and Dover, Tenn.
The recommendauon cdrne as becomes available."
project
The agency said the
the result of a request the President made last January following would also call for the construcRep. tion of an open canal connecting
introduction of bills by
the Tennessee and Cumbreland
rivers.
Such a canal, TVA said, would
enable it to use the storage capacity of both the Kentucky and
lower Cumberland
reservoirs

1950 CORN LOAN
PRICES RECEIVED

Chas. E. Wright, Chairman,
Fulton County PMA Committee,
stated today that the County Office had received the 1950 corn
loan support price. The loan rate
for U. S. No. 3, or better, for Fulton County is 1.51 per bushel.
The first requirement to be eligible for a corn loan is that the
farm on which the corn was produced must be within the
1950
acreage allotment for the farm.
Storage facility requirements are
the same as in the past few years.
Any producer interested in
a
1950 corn loan should make application at the County Office.
Mr. Wright also stated that his
office had received the 1950 soybean loan suport price. This rate
is 2.03 per bushel for both green
and yellow beans containing 14%
moisture, or less, and grading U.
S. No. 2, or better. He stated that
The office had not received loan
plocedures but anyone interested
in a soybean loan should contact
the County Office and make application and the loan would be
processed in due time. There are
no acreage allotments in determining the eligibility for support
Price of soybeans- Any Producer
is eligible for this loan. Storage
facilities must be such that they
will keep the beans safe throughout the loan period.

gu4
eades:4,..
WALLH I DE
FLAT • SEMIGLOSS. GLOSS

41441Z Pol/A/T
A real oil-base wall
paint that covers
with one coat!
Washes easil

folk,

ELECTRICAL
HOUSE HOLD NEEDS
Ivory Cube taps, 200
Brown Cube taps, 150
• • • •

Pull-chain sockets, brass, 400
Push-thru sockets, brass, 300
Key sockets, brass, 350

Ivory double socket, 25e
Brown double socket, 200
• • • •
Ivory triple socket with pull chain, 400
Brown triple socket with pull chain, 83r

Insulator staples, per box, 100
• •

• • • •

• • • •

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers
PHONE 909

• •

*

•

Appliance plugs, 20e; switch plugs, 40e
• • • •
9-Foot extension cords, complete, 79e
• • • •

Rubber, heavy-duty attachment plugs, 15e
*

210 CHURCH STREET

Triple tap, brown, 200; Ivory 250
• • • •

Bakelite, Ivory or brown attachment
plugs, 100

PITTSBURG.. PAINTS

PA1
ENJ
ON

•

Ironing cord sets with switch, complete, 980
Other ironing cord sets, 590 to 89e
• • • •

3-way, brown, cube connector, 150
3-way, Ivory, cube connector, 20e
• • • •
Duplex receptale, in brown, 150, Ivory 200
* • • 4r
Toggle switch, single pole; Ivory 25e;
brown, 20e

3-uay extension cord sets, 49e and 79e
• • • •
"OK" glass fuse plugs, (15, 20, 25, 30-amps),
SPECIAL: 81.

For Hallowe'en Parties
serve Coca-Cola
and doughnuts
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STOVES,
HEATERS
At Low, Bargain Prices!
- SEE OUR DISPLAYS -

Bottle Case $1—
n

AAA,it Oilier say
Plus Daposo—Ai Your Deals,
trotlit-marki mean the same Otter.
IOTT1ED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., Inc.
0 1950. HAL Coe•-Cale Camper.

Zo:/fe ifon RIDING EASE ... DRIVING EASE

hai

COAL HEATERS, $9.95 to $39.95
ELECTRIC HEATERS $8.50 and Up

STOVE ACCESSORIES
- We Have 'em! PIPES
POKERS

your &sf &y-4'4// Odds
It rides more smoothly
You'll glide smoothly, steadily, safely

It operates more economically

It's better looking—all around

over most roads in Chevrolet—only
low-priced car combining the Unitized
Knee-Action Ride and airplane-type
shock absorbers.

You'll enjoy extra-fine performance
and save money, too; for Chevrolet is
the only low-priced car with.a Valvein-Head engine—trend setter for the
industry.

You'll know it's more beautiful from
every angle, inside and out; for Chem,.
rolet is the only low-priced car with
Body by Fisher—the standard of styling.

It drives more easily

It lasts longer, too

You'll enjoy finest no-shift driving at
lowest cost with Chevrolet's famous
Powerglide Automatic Transmission•
or finest standard driving at lowest
cost with Chevrolet's Silent SynchroMesh Transmission.

It offers more for less—throughout

Chevrolet is built to outlast other cars.
That's one reason why there are over
a million more Chevrolets on the road
than any other make—and why Chevrolet is America's most popular car,
year after year. Come in—see it now!

Think! Center-Point Steering; Curved
Windshield with Panoramic Visibility;
Fisher Unistecl Construction; hydraulic
brakes with Dubl-Life rivetless linings.
You get all these and many other features in Chevrolet at lowest cost.
•Comlonation ol Power-Wide Automatic Tranonkcion and
105-h.p. Engine optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.

AMERICA'S BEST SELLER:

AMERICA'S BEST BUY: -

110 LAKE STREET

PHONE :IS

SCUTTLES

SHOVELS
DRAFT REGULATORS
ELBOWS REDUCERS VENTILATORS etc.

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1. Goodnight Irene
2. Mona Lisa
3. All My Love
4: Harbor Lights
5. Play a simple melody
6. Can anyone explain
7. Sam's Song
8. La Vie En Rose
9. Bonaparte' Retreat
10. Nevertheless

LAST CHANCE!
Just a few gallons
left!

KEM-TONE

24 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!

Specially priced at
only

$2.00 Per
Gallon

Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

CITY MOTOR COMPANY

DAMPERS

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street

4.2

Interests

group in playing a vacuum
lay.

re-

friends and relatives who called
Frid ay, Oct. 27, 1950
during the day were:
— The Fulton News — Page 9
Mr. and
Major project
leaders
Mrs. Edd Bowden, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
John Verhine and
Mrs. Frank
Raymond Coltharp, Mr. and Mrs. ender, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Rob- Montgomery, Ala., Mr. and Mrs.
SOCIETY
—4--- CLUBS
Stroud gave a very
John Simon, Mr. and Mrs. Walter erts, Mr.
interesting
—4-HOME NEWS
and
Mrs. Hermy Rob- P. I. Skinner of Erin,
lesson on the making of slip covBuck, Mr. and
Tenn., Mr.
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
Mrs. Tommie
by Jean Allen
ers and tuffted bedspreads.
Woodruff, Mrs. Lou Cruce Mr. erts, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Work, Mr. and Mrs. Ishmall Byars of DePhone 926
and Mrs. Walker Midyett, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams Mrs. troit, Charley
There were four visitors, Mrs.
McCall of Deand Mrs. Joe Work, Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Buck, Thelma
Weldon King, Mrs. B. H. MoupShelton troit. Mrs. Blalock is the sister of
PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
Burnice
Bertha Nugent, landscape leader, in, Mrs. Leroy
Glisson
DESSE
and
,
RT
Mr.
PARTY
Benny.
and
SPECIALS
Mrs.
Beard and Mrs.
ENJOY ALL-DAY MEETING
Mrs. Buck and Mrs. Byars is
a
as she presented the minor les- Herman Owen. We welcome
early evening dessert par- Bill Edwards and Terry.
Out of town guests were: Mr.
ON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20
Mrs. ty An
grandda
ughter of Mr. and hrs.
is
novel
a
way
to entertain
and Mrs. Wesley Blalock
son to the Palestine Homemakers Moupin as a new member of the
Also,
Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Busof Buck.
your friends. Just have them
How trees and shrubs that have Club at the club building Friday, club.
skip dessert at home and serve hart, and children, Mrs. Albert
them
Caldwel
one
of
fall color add
l,
these
Mrs.
taste-tempt
beauty to
ers.
Emma Grissom,
our October 20.
A pot luck lunch was served at
Mrs. Laura Mae
Carr Mr. and
homes was explained by
Make It In
Some of these trees are the Su- the noon hour with Mrp. Robert COM EARLY- AND
Mrs.
Mrs
.G.
D.
Webb,
Mrs. Rachel
YOUR DESSERT
The Morning Witt,
gar and Red Maples, Oaks, Sweet Thompson, Mrs. Charles Wright HAVE
Miss
WITH
Omie
VS/
Witt, Bro. and
and Mrs. Bertha Nugent as hostEither of these
Mrs.
0.
and Sour Gum or
A.
Gardne
Black Gum, esses.
r, Bro., Hendesserts may be
made in the ley and Bro. McMinn, Mr. and
Dogwood, Tulip tree and Elms.
In the afternoon Mrs. P.
mornin
K.
Mrs.
g.
With
Mayron
Neely,
The colorful
Mrs. Ellan
shrubs are: Bark- King, president,
--kr dessert ready Newton Mr. and Mrs.
presided at the
0. M. Bethberry,
Highbush
Cranberry, business meeting. It
and the table set el Mrs. Charlie
was decided
Bailey,
Leather Viburnum, Beautyberry for the
Mr. and
must work the works 91 him that sent
all you have to
major project leaders to
me, while it is day:
do is serve the dessert and pour Mrs. C. E. Webb, Mr. and Mrs.
and Jetbead. These are a few of be given in
the night cometh when no man
the morning of our the coffee after the
can work. John 9: 4.
guests arrive. Neal Hedge, Mrs. Lillie
the shrubs and trees Mrs. Nugent club day
Mae
meetings. Plans were
Walker.
Christ did not wait until He was
named. She told the
members made for a costumed Hallow
Apple Sherbet
approaching the cross bePrompt Service
een
fore He became serious about His
that was the best time of
the Party to be
1 cup evaporated milk, chilled
Also, Mrs. John Bowden and
Father's business; He began
given at the club
early
year to set trees and shrubs and building
to
2 tablespoons lemon juice
realize that He was Created for a
Rickey, Mr. and Mrs. Deward
Saturday night, October
purpose and He
2 cups chilled applesauce
that any of the ones mentioned 28 at 7
Work Guaranteed
worked every - day as if it were His
Wilson, Frances Cobb and Maro'clock. The family
last on earth. Before He
of
Dash of nutmeg
may be planted in late October every membe
died
on the cross, He was able to look
sha Anetta Crider, Mr. and Mrs.
r is invited.
confidently into heaven
Whip milk very stiff. Fold so
or November using good rich soil
and declare: It is finished. '
The club
repeated the state lemon juice, sweetened apple- W. W. Cunningham Mr. and Mrs.
to place around the roots and reHarry
McClai
sauce
n,
creed
and
Mr.
led
nutmeg
by Mrs. R. B. Mobley
and Mrs.
. Pour at once
moving a few inches
from the
into cold freezing trays. Set con- Claude Nelson, Lona Roberts, Mr.
Are you waiting for a more conveni
ends of the branches except the and then adjourned.
ent time to give your
trol to coldest point to freeze.
and
Mrs.
Arnold
life to God and begin a life of
Work,
Hostess
es
Mr. and
for the
November
central leader. Mrs. Nugent also
service for him?
Yield: 1 quart. This will serve Mrs. Harvey
Now is the
Neely,
meetin
RADIO CENTER
best
g
will
John
time
you will ever have. Tomorrow, you
be Mrs. Clyde Bur- 4 to 6 persons.
C.
said that now is the time to prune
may be called
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Mitchnette, Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and
into eternity to render your account
Across from Telephone Office
your shrubs.
Iced chocolate brownies are a ell and
unto
God. Seek ye the
Ronnie, Tom Work Mr.
Lord while He may be found.
good combination with Apple
Mrs. R. B. Mobley led 26 mem- Mrs. R. B. Mobley.
Il Washington
Fulton, Ky.
Sherbet—and coffee, of course! and Mrs. Lloyd Roberts, Serena
bers in singing, "Vive L 'Amour" i
Elliott, Susie Jackson, Betty
and Mrs. Mattie Nugent led the MARDA SUNDWICK
.OH weize ,003 4000 FEL,0%..
If my people which are called by
Biggs Winstead, Mr. and
COMPLIMENTED ON
name shall humble themMrs.
selves and Dray, and seek my face
Paul Puckett.
FOURTH BIRTHDAY
and turn fram their wicked
ways then will I hear from heaven
and will forgive their sin,
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wilson,
Little Miss Marda
and will heal their land.
Sundwick
Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Work, Mr.
was delightfully entertained
on
and Mrs. John Hodge, Mr. and
until winter's early darkm'ss slips up on you
her fourth birthday Sunday
with
Pray get right with God.
Mrs. Durelle
a party given by her
McCall and
For Smoothness
mother,
CHECK THE WINDOWS IN YOUR HOME, Mrs. David Sundwick at the home Evaporated milk makes these Mrs. John R. Melton, Mr.Kay,
and
The Church Bells are ringing.
OFFICE, BUSINESS AND AUTOMOBILE of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. desserts especially smooth. It Mrs. Roy Puckett, Mrs. Bessie
Stephens on the Mayfield High- Whips easily if thoroughly Bowden, Mr. and Mrs. Fred FarAND CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE.
chilled. A good way to chill the mer, Mrs. Ora McGuire, Willie
way.
milk is to pour it undiluted into Work, Mr. and
Mrs. Rube VinUpon the arrival of the
little a freezing tray and leave until cent, Marilyn Sue
Orsley,
Mr.
guests Marda opened her many fine ice crystals form around the
Linda
nice gifts after which games and edges. Use a cold bowl and beat- and Mrs. Everett Carr,
—PHONE 909—
er and whip rapidly until it is Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cavmusic were enjoyed during
the very stiff.
Free Pick-up and Delivery Service
afternoon.
Graham Cracker Delight
Late in the afternoon the little
folk were invited into the dining
teaspoon plain gelatin
1 tablespoon cold water
room where lovely refreshments
FOR THIRTY YEARS
1
cup
undiluted evaporated
of
dainty
yellow and white sandQUALITY AND SERVICE
milk
wiches,
individual
decorated
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as
1/4
cup
sugar
low as $99.50
, cakes, yellow and white brick
14 cup graham cracker crumbs
ice
are always a part of our service.
cream
carrying out the Hallo2 teaspoons vanilla extract
ween motif was served from
Soften gelatin in water. Scald
the
Consecutive
; attractively
decorated
dining evaporated milk over boiling
table overlaid with a Halloween water. Add sof- \
_tened gelatin
!cloth, centered with a beautif
ul and stir until vtq't..1
Halloween decorated cake with dissolv
TELEPHONE
ed. Pour Dfliemrs
four lighted candles.
into freezing
Name of Voter
Each place was marked
trays
and chill \ \\ I
with
yellow
thoroug
hly.
Wihip
and
black
baskets
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
of
Halloween
candy. Favors of the mixture unAir-conditioned chapel.
til stiff. Conmasks,
baskets and
snappers tinue
Residence
; add sugar grad—MEMBER—
were given each little guest. As ually. beating
Reg. No.
Fold in graham cracker
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
Marda blew ,out the candles the crumbs and vanilla.
Pour into
group sang
"Happy Birthday, refrigerator tray and freeze
without stirring.
Yield: 1112 pinta.
s.
INDEPENDENT
Foithfully

FOR WOMEN

r $etter&if?

41111111111111•111

Why will you wait?

RADIO

ir

REPAIRING

"HAMS"

WHY WAIT?

-- Lubin Grissom
lommiiiimimmmummilmr

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

SAMPLE BALLOT

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

NO.000

7

7

It takes less corn
to buy rural telephonervice today
than it did 10 yearsgo

Marda."
The guest list included: Judy
Bizzle, Bill Hancock, Joan and
Jerry Carter, Judy, Linda Lou,
Rosa and Billy Amberg of Hickman, Betty
Jean and
Annlee
Boulton, Jerry Bradley of Water
Valley, Mickey Amberg sent
a
gift but was unable to attend.
MR. AND MRS. BUCK
HOLD OPEN HOUSE ON
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

'

Mr. and Mrs. Will Buck
held
open house October 19 at their
home near Dukedom in honor of
their Golden Wedding Anniversary.
A three tiered golden colon was
the centerpiece for the beautiful
ly set table where the guests were
served.
Many lovely gifts were presented the couple
through the day
and was displayed in their living room.
The one hundred and twenty

If you paid your telephone bill
with corn, svsidence telephone
service would cost you less today
than it did in 1940. In spite of
the moderate increase in telephone rates, the average charge for a month's
residence telephone service in Kentucky would
now amount to only 2/
1
2 bushels of cotn_as
compared with 31
/
2 bushels in 1940.
Compare telephone service also with wages
and the cost of living. In the past ten years,
hourly wages in manufacturing plants have
gone up 118(70 and the over-all cost of living
has gone up 72% while, in this same period,
residence telephone rates in Kentucky have
advanced on the average only 46%.
In other words the price you pay for
telephone service has gone up far less
than the price of corn, far less than wages
and family income and far less than most
commodities and services you buy every
day.
Meanwhile, the amount of telephone service
available at your local service rate has increased
immensely. Today throughout most of Kentucky you can call and be called from about
twice as many telephones at your local service
rate as you could ten years ago.
Yes, telephone service is today • bigger bargain and a smaller item in the family budget
than it was ten years ago.

INDEPENDENT PARTY

For United States Senator
(Regular Term)

For United States Senator
(Regular Term)

For United States Senator
(Regular Term)

Earle C. Clements
Morganfield, Ky.

17.1

For United States Senator
(Unexpired Term)
Earle C. Clements
Morganfield, Ky.

1:1

El
El

Chas. I. Dawson
Louisville, Ky.

For United States Senator
(Unexpired Term)

James E. Olson
Versailles, Ky.

El

LI
For United States Senator
(Unexpired Term)

El

Chas. I. Dawson
Louisville, Ky.

For Representative In Congress
(First District)

For Representative In Congress
(First District)

Noble J. Gregory
Mayfield, Ky.

El
For Judge of the Court of Appeals For Judge of the
Court of Appeals For Judge of the Court of Appeals
(First District)
(First District)
(First District)

PROMPT
ATTENTION!
In today and out tomorrow.
That's what 95 percent of our
customers get when they bring
their sets to us for service. Our
Modern shop and complete
parts stock make it possible.
Just Phone 4-0-1 or bring in
your set.

Manager

Honest diagnosis
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
* PHONE 401 •

CITY ELECTRIC
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

For Representative In Congress
(First District)

e 'qleuetet Iteca
Kenill( ky

CAA,
r000 rovroatioa cowmen coaa

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

El

Brady M. Stewart
Paducah, Ky.

NO.000

El

Name of Voter
Residence

STATE OF KENTUCKY

Reg. No.
)
)

SCT.

COUNTY OP FULTON
I, KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk of the County Court for the County
and State aforesaid, do certify that the above and foregoing
is a true and
correct copy of the Official Ballot to be voted on in the Genera
l Election
to be held on Tuesday, November 7, 1950.
KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk
Fulton County Court
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McCONNELL
Brpther F. 0. Howell of Mem'phis, Tennessee will deliver the
Sunday morning and evening
messages at the ChumIf of Christ
Sunday, October 28th. The public
is cordially invited to attend

t.

to
WI
Is
pt
to

JUST ONE VOTE

these services.
Anteph of
Charles
Brother
Henderson, Tennessee succeeds
Brother Newman Leonard, present Minister at the Hickman
Church, as the regular Minister
of
at the McConnell Church
Christ. Services are held each
Sunday at 11:00 A. M. and 7:30
P. M.
There was a large attendance
at the 3rd Sunday Night Singing
at the Baptist Church this past
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jackovitz of
are the proud
Flint, Michigan
parents of a baby daughter, named Ann Carol. Mrs. Jackovitz is
the former Miss Blanche Howard,
daughter of Mrs. J. A. and the
late Dr. J. A. Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish and
son, James Larry, spent Friday
in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Good- I
jine have returned to their home
after spending several days visiting their children in Detroit,
Michigan.
Clark of Memphis
Mrs. Ola
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Parrish
visited Mr. and Mrs. Will Parrish ,
of near Union City Sunday.
Mrs. Dwight A. Drtimm of Midland, Texas arrived Thursday
night to spend several days with
her mother, Mrs. L. T. Caldwell. I
Mrs. Ocie Moss and son, Joe
Carroll, visited Mrs. Ada Crain
of Nashville recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Moulton Gambill
of Fulton and children spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
McCord.
Mesdames Ben Jones, Legon
Welch, L. T. Caldwell and Miss
Anna Lou Caldwell attended the
Henry Finch funeral at Walnut
Grove Church Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. David Crabtree
with
Sunday
and sons spent
Mrs. Crabtree's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cochran of Rives, Tenn.
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Read these examples of how
a single vote
changed the course of history
Frequently, especially around election time,
you hear this question,

vote was cast by a man who,though desperately
ill, insisted on being taken to the polls to cast
that one ballot.

"What good will one vote do?"
Of course, hundreds of elections, small and
large, have swung on a single ballot.
Here is some really big stuff when just one
vote turned the tide.

Votes for Women by Just One Vote
In 1918, woman suffrage in the U. S. passed the
House of Representatives with just one vote to
spare. When the bill went to the Senate,it failed
to pass by just two votes. (It passed both houses
of Congress the next year.)

The Declaration of Independence

DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Our American charter of liberty, the Resolution of the Declaration of Independence, was
passed by the Continental Congress, July 2,
1776, when Caesar: Rodney, delegate from Delaware, rose from a sickbed and rode 80 miles on
horseback through a stormy night to cast just
one vote—putting his state on the side of freedom and helping assure unanimous approval of
all the colonies.

Joyce Taylor
Anna Marie Bivens spent Tuesday night of last week with Jane
Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. Zel Singleton
visited Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yale
awhile Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland (,`
Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Nui
Lou
man Puckett and son of
Oak, Mr. and MIS. Erwin Rowland and girls, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland and Ken were the:
guests of their'
Sunday dinner
dad and sister, W. L. and
Miss
Allie Rowland.
Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Emerson
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks
and girls Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Adams of
California are visiting relatives
and friends here this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
called on Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce
awhile Friday
night
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. Allen Lowry were guests of Mrs.
Evaline Yates Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls were the Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sills and Tommie.
The MYF meeting met with
Ludora Rowland Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor,
Mrs. Jewell Myatt and Mrs. Allene Lowry were in
Mayfield
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen, Jane
and Sue, Joyce Taylor and Charles Vaughan attended the first
basketball game of the season at
Cuba Tuesday night played by
Lowe, and Cuba.

Saves a President.... Elects a President
Andrew Johnson, only U. S. President to,toe,impeached, kept the Presidency by just one vote.
The U. S. Senate, sitting as a court of impeachment,voted 35 for conviction and 19 for acquittal—just one vote less than the two-thirds majority necessary to convict.
Rutheraid B. Hayes was elected President
by one vote.. His election was contested, and it
was referred to an electoral commission. The
commission gave the contested electoral votes
to Hayes by just one vote,8 to 7. Whereupon,
Congress declared Hayes elected by just one
vote, 185 to 184.
Incidentally, the man who cast that deciding
vote for Hayes, an Indiana Senator;won his
place in Congress by just one vote. And that one

In World Affairs Today
But don't think the importance of just one vote,
or a few votes, applies'only to the past.
This very year, the present Government in
England is maintained in office by just three
votes. They must hold 313 seats in Parliament
for an absolute majority—it has barely enough
for day-to-day business with 316.
Yes,friends, you can check the present or dip
into the past and turn up a lot of cases where
just one vote tipped over or set up somebody's
applecart.

I aster
Satiate
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Every Vote Is Equal

BEP

"My vote doesn't count" is pretty silly stuff,
isn't it? Your vote counts just as much as the
President's. Your vote is the equal of anybody
else's in hiring or firing a man in public office.
IfYour vote is used. Yet in the last Presidential
election, 46 million qualified voters failed to go
to the polls.

Phon

No matter how you vote, doesn't it give you a
pretty good, red-white-and-blue American feeling when you've marked your "X" and step Out
of that voting booth?

PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Christine Pierce was
a
guest of her brother, James
Green and family in Fulton cc
eently.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Strawand children of St. Louis spew
the weekend with Mrs. Strauss
brother, W. D. Burcham and famMrs. Bud Stem spent Sunday
in Paducah with her daughter,
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham.
Mrs. Ernest Lowe is improving
irately in the Fulton Hospital after a major operation.
Mrs. Billie Stem and children
spent the weekend in Princeton,
Ky., with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Raymond
and son of Memphis are visiting
her mother, Mrs. Mattie Rogers
and other relatives here.
Miss Nancy Hall is doing nicety in the Fulton Hospital after an
operation and will return home
in a few days.
Kr. and Mrs. Buford Adams of
near Martin were Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Stem.

HAVE ONE VOTE
YOU
Mark your X for freedom-Vote Nov. 7
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This Message Sponsored By,

Fulton County Friends of Earle C. Clements --- Democratic Candidate for United States Senate
LI
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Fulton Youth Center Gaining State Fa
me

ROCK SPRINGS

Friday, Oct 27,1950 — The Fulton News —

(Omitted last week
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(In keeping alive the Youth
Leslie Perkins of Bardwell, Mrs.
May Haynes were Sunday visitNettie Lee Copelen
Center , ye must not fail. The ried on in the state a question-•
Byrdie Haws, Billie and
Mary ors of Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
project has gained state-wide naire was sent to clubs and servMr. and Mrs. Leighman Elliott Virginia also of
Bardwell, Mrs. and family.
lame, as is evident from the ive groups. It has been suggestvisited Mr. and
Mrs. Pressie Raymond Presley and
following letter
grandreecived last ed that we contact you regardi
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch and
Moore for awhile Monday night. daughter,
ng
week from the Kentucky Wel- the program in
Betty
Wagner and
your community.
Mrs. and Mrs. Criss Jones, Mr. grandson, Wayne Wagner, Ful- Max, Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Elliott
fare Association. It is self-ex- We plan to
mimeograph a booklet
planatory and the News Edi- containing
and Mrs. James Jones were Mon- ton, Mrs. Hubert Brown and and Beverly visited relatives near
the stories of recreator will comply.)
tion in various communities .and
day night supper guests of Mr. daughter, Becky of Crutchfield, Benton, Ky., Sunday.
• • • •
Mrs. J. G. Plant, Crutchfield, M.
would like to include yours if you
and Mrs. Hershel Elliott.
KENTUCKY WELFARE ASS'N. could send the
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Beard spent 0. Champion of Fulton,
information to us.
Daisy Champion, Fulton, Roy
Inc.
Wednesday with Mr. and
We are particularly interested
Mrs. Jarvis, Crutchfield,
'flakes
Mrs.
Mag
Louisville 2, Kentucky
Hub Beard.
in having the story of the Fulton
Taylor and
daughter Jo of your work
Mrs.
Nina
Moore
and
Youth
Miss
Center
Ina
in
our booklet. We
Dorothy Wehrley, Exe. Secretary
and Mr. and Mrs.
Bellew spent Tuesday afternoon Crutchfield
October 18 1950 would appreciate it if you could
with Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and Fred Hudson of Crachfield.
THE
write
this
and
send
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SERVICE AND QUALITY
* S-H•ar Surface
after undergoing surgery in the of the Fulton Chapter, Mrs. Ruth
Faster than fast
Swilchsis
PHONE 813J
Haws Hospital two weeks ago. He Finch. Mrs. Eunice Ronbison,
217 Main Street
SEIM COW( * Ov•n Theontoetal
is making rapid strides toward Mrs. Jim Hutcherson and Eliza324 Walnut Street
* Automatic Orme
New superrecovery and will resume his dufast "SpeedoSignal Ugh,
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a few weeks.
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EASY TERMS
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy, Jr.,
and children of Memphis have
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Main St.
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Safei Cough Relief

'CREOMUESION

Full-Size 40-in.
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RANGE
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PURE MILK
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Bennett Electric
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THE BIGGEST NEWS IN MOTOR CARS IS STILL

BENNETT ELECTRIC

OLDSMOBILE'S IOCKEr

LOWEITPRIall
110C1111-* 511114-11111K
CMI

"Lovely Things,
Lovelier with
LAUNDRY CARE!"

"Clothes stay fresher in Autumn weather with
laundry care!"
Your washables will be whistle-ciean when you
acquire the laundry habit . . more time for
leisure; no laundry chores.
Phone 14

PARISIAN

\\

tillf/

itaeanWth
AAZE3
•Olelfinsoltil•
vtira neon- Drive
optional at rugrra to.,on all models.
A GIMBAL MOTORS VAWE

Oldsmobile's "Rocket" started a revolution in automotive engines! Built from
the crankshaft out for high-compression action, the "Rocket" is designed to
perform at its brilliant peak with present-dayfuels! And peak performance in a
"Rocket 88" Oldsmobile is truly outstanding! This is the knoess-prieed car with
the "Rocket" Engine and Oldsmobile Hydra-Matic Drives... flashing artioss
plus silken smoothness! See us today and drive the sensational "Rocket 88"I

"ROCKET" ENGINE PLUS HYDRA-MATIC
...EXCLUSIVE WITH OLDSMOBILE!

LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—
SEE

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 East State Line

CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL--LIRE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so manyAor so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
2e
/
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

• •If

'N.

BEAUTIFUL LONG Philodend- FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
rons, Ivy vines and other green
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
plants. Also a nice assortment
Glass Company, 210 Church
of blooming pot plants at
Street, Phone 909.
Scott's Floral Shoppe.
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps inUSED SPINET PIANOS stalled. Parks Milling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin HighSTEINWAY, KNABE, STORY
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
and CLARK, LESTER, WURLITtER, WINTER, and many others.
Save 35%. All were taken in
Keep your eyes on
trade on new BALDWIN pianos.

FEEZLE PIANO SALES
622

BROADWAY

PADUCAH,

KENTUCKY

O. K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton, Ky.
"

FOR SALE: 82% acre farm. Loof
cated 6% miles northeast
town. 1% miles north of Kingston Store. If interested call 1100. REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
Fulton, Ky.
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
• For Sale
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
FOR SALE: Used furnace good
on
condition. Phone 216, Fulton, 212 Church Street, Fulton.
PFtE-CHRISTMAS SALE:
Ky.
Hallmark Boxed cards, either
celloImprinted or plain. Also
DR;J..W. TOSH
pack Christmas cards, 29g. Buy CATTLE AUCTION Dyersburg,
have
will
We
28.
October
Floral
Tenn.,
them early at Scott's
EyesighlSpecialist
200 to 300 stocker_ cattle of all
Shoppe.
Fulton
sizes and grades. Besides these 206 Main St.
we will have our usual run of
(Across from Bennett
•LAYTAG WASHERS, standard
cows and calves. Fat cattle and
Drug Store)
and automatic models, $124.95
hogs of all types.
and up. Sales and service.
201,
Phone
Bennett Electric,
We had an extremely good markBilly C. Fry
Fulton, KY.
ket on fat cattle last week. If,
sale
cattle for
you have fat
Jeweler
FOR SALE: Golden delicious
bring them to our sale as we
apples. 22.00 per bushel. 1-4
have buyers for an unlimited
clock repairing
and
Watch
mile south Mt. Moriah Church. number. We get the price for
Prompt service
Blue Wing Orchard. B. 0. your fat cattle.
All work guaranteed
Finch, proprietor.
Phone 455
If you are interested in buying
Brarruner has 200
sheep Edd
113 Washington Street
SEE US FOR' YOUR PHONOgood ewes and several choice
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
Across from the telephone office
rams for private sale at his
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
Tenn.
Newbern,
of
north
farm,
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
RADIATORS REPAIRED on
playing. Sports Center. 324 Wal- Auction will begin promptly at
Cars, Trucks and Tractors. We
11 A. M.
nut, Fulton, Ky.
use genuine "Lake" cores.
Dyersburg Auction Co., Kenneth
Pierce Walker Garage, BeelerWood, John M. Edwards and
BEST BUYS
ton. Phone Fulton 12244-3.
Edd Brammer, operators.
in new and used furniture
and appliances.
FOR SALE: one 30-gallon autoMcDADE'S
matic oil-burning water heater
USED FURNITURE STORE
in good condition. 912 Arch
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Street; Phone 539-W, Fulton.
Phone 908
216 Church St.
FOR SALE: 100-acre farm, 2
Well
miles south of Wingo.
buildimproved; good farm
ings; water, lights, etc. Call or
see J. D. Campbell, Wingo, Ky.

COPPER CLAD*
STAINLESS
STEEL

ORPHEUM

S-1664

Friday - Saturday
DOUBLE FEATURE
No. 1

SEE ME FOR your all-aluminum
storm windows
combination
and screens;
venetian blinds
and DuPont
shades. M. E.
"Butch" Simons, your DuPont
dealer. Phone 67.

BALDWIN PIANOS
Feezle Piano Sales
622 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky

DESTROY TEXMIIES. Free inspection. Reasonable
price
Frank
McKinney, Mayfield,
Ky. P. ). Box 471, Phone
I309-J.

FARLEY

•

GRANGER

RLYTII

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, OCT. 27-28
From 9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
For the purpose of collecting 1950 State, County and School Taxes. All statements paid will
receive a discount.

J. T. DAVIE,
Sheriff of Fulton County

TIT OPEN
9øjOu4

/Vela 2acaith.frt:

311 MAIN STREET

•
FOR
COOKING
PERFECTION

C

M
•••••••....•••••

X TELEPHONE OFFICE

POST OFFICE X

74,1€'412,,t44:49 Zoie

REVERE WARE
Clad with Copper.
... famous
chefs prefer it.
Stainless Steel ...for lifetime
durability and lastirig beauty.

3QT. to YWED'

''''

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street

SCOTT'S x

Phone 35

NEW LOCATION OF
JACKSON'S
DRUG STORE

CLARICE SHOP X

(In the New Graham Building)

We are pleased to announce our removal to a new, enlarged and well - located address on Main
Street, next to Haws Memorial Hospital. In this new building we will be able to maintain much
Larger stocks, a more spacious prescription department and a central location.

Check These Comfort-Giving Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself.
1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keep Sparklingly
Clean.
2 Fast, Controllable Heat,
Holds Fire Overnight.
3 Large Combustion Chamber Burns Gases — Produces More Heat from
Every Lump of Coal.
4. Specially Designed InterAll
changeable,
Fire
Brick Lining.
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Smoke Screen Makes
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum
7. Front Swing-Type Feed
Door
Easy
Provides
Fueling.

Laraine Day
Robert Ryan
—in—

"THE WOMAN ON
PIER 13"
ALSO
LATEST NEWS

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will hold your store
until you are ready for it.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street
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X HAWS HOSPITAL

Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!

WED. - THURS.

-rm.. GET BY"

I will be at the City Hall in Fulton

with

CARTOON

Coming Soon

NOTICE TO
TAXPAYERS

MULBERRY STREET

LATEST NEWS

CARTOON - COMEDY

I_ Funeral services for Henry
Finch, 75, who died Monday night
illness of seven
following an
weeks, were Conducted Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 with Rev.
Robert Moore of Milburn, Ky.,
assisted by Rev. T. L. Smithmier.
in charge. Burial, under the direction of Whitnel Funeral-Home
was in the church cemetery.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Edna
J. S. LYNCH
Finch, two sons,
Earl Midyeti
George W. Finch of near Fulton Funeral services for J. S. Lynch,
Bloomfield, 88, who died suddenly Saturday
and Henry, Jr., of
Ind., and a sister, Mrs. Curt morning in Detroit as a result of
Cooke.
a heart attack, were conducted
Mr. Finch, who was a well I Wednesday at
Dukedom
the
known farmer of this section, had I Methodist Church, Rev. Joe Mc

Minh officiated and burial' was in
PERSONALS
Union City cemetery under the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Belcher and
direction of Jackson Brothers.
son, Richard, of Union City were
Mrs.
Survivors are three sons, Ber- Sunday guests of Mr. and
and Moore Joyner in Highlands.
nie Lynch, William Lynch
Horace Lynch of Detroit; three ) Mr. and Mrs. George Moore and'
Hild, children, Sue and Eddie have redaughters, Mrs. Edward
turned from a visit in St. Louis.
CarlEarl
Mrs.
Mich.,
Argentine,
kirs. Hazel Scruggs has returnson and Mrs. Leonard Mallette ed from Memphis where she has
both of Detroit, several, grand- i been a patient for several weeks
in Campbell's Clinic.
children also survive.

SAFE, STEADY, (LEAN HEAT
Circulator
a KING 0 HEAT

—PLUS—

Leo Reisman's Orchestra

HENRY FINCH

Y. Smithmier. Burial, under the
direction of the Whitnel Funeral
Home waslin the Walnut Grove
cemetery.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Capitols Campbell and a son, Lloyd
Wayne Campbell, 10, his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Campbell of
Union City, three brothers, Trufnan Campbell Of Detroit, Thelmer Campbell of Houston, Aisle
Campbell of Fulton, two sistez
Mrs. Rebecca Sowell of Houston,
Mrs. Daisy Junior of Union City
and several nieces and nephews.
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WASHINGTON STREET
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ANN

DEATHS I

FRANKLIN'S X

ADDED
SERIAL — CARTOON
AND COMEDY
IMMI•11•111011

STARRING

0. K. LAUNDii &
Sanitone Cleaners

LLOYD'CAMPBELL
Lloyd
Funeral services for
City,
Campbell, 34, of Union
Wednesday
Route 5, who died
morning shortly after mid-night
at his home, were held Thursday
Walnut
2:30 at
afternoon at
Grove conducted by Rev. Douglas of Jackson assisted by Rev. T.

BOAZ & HF-STER X

• Services

"OUR VERY
OWN"

Phone 130

lived in this community all of
his life and has many friends who
regret to learn of his passing. •

FOR SALE:6 Checker Giant rabOne Checker
bits,- all bred.
Giant buck. Very reasonable.
See me Saturday or Sunday or
after 5 P. M. Ill Jackson St.,
Phone 878, Fulton.

The choice of the world's great
pianists

No. 2

The -Finest Cleaning
at
THE LOWEST PRICE

laai3s uleN

ai

"PRESCRIPTIONS... OUR SPECIALTY"

CALL 40- Prompt delivery service - CALL 370

JACKSON'S
DRUG STORE
W. E. JACKSON, Owner
311 Main St., Fulton
Phones 40 - 370
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